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THE ROLF OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN NATIONAL

DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA

I. INTRODUCTION

The necessity for modern society to organize itself in order to combat common

ills has led to the establishment or strengthening of governments. As the problems

grew more complex - mainly due to the anabolism of wants - governments have also

grown and become more and more complex with the result that their own structurings

finaneinn, staffing and policies have posed difficult problems. In consequence, new

disciplines like political science, public administration, public policy-making and

oublic finance have sprung up and are now.flourishing.

Today's problems are further complicated by the speed of events; and the ability

to cope with that speed alone calls for greater efficiency on the part of all
governments. Although technical aids, such as comouters, telexes^ and modern transport

*re within our grasp and are, in fact, available to us we still need competent and

trained manpower to make effective use of these aids in order to cope with this terrific

speed at which things are moving. Indeeds the speed with which modern institutions

operate in the developed world is something which baffles the developing world.

The age of speed requires infant institutions in the developing countries to run

i.efore they can even walk. President Neyere has once said, "we must run while others

walk". This concern with speed has robbed institutions in Africa of the chance to

grow naturally zn<i le.^rn to walk before they can run.

One might ask why institutions in the developing countries should be drawn into

a race with institutions in the developed ones which are much stronger and more

experienced. But the harsh realities of international economic relations impose

such a race, pri them and the urge to catch up with the others is strong!.. Hence,

the institutions9 in Africa particularly;, tend to jump to new ideas, new concepts.,
n^v; methods of operation etc. 'bc-fnre they even master the old 3nes. This makes

thorn operate more or less like a grass-hoper. Local government institutions cannot

't. expected to he islands of efficiency when the institutions which were supposed
to nurture them on account of their strength and experience are themselves weak.

This weakness is portly due to historical reasons.

In the colonial days government institutions were designed to maintain' law and

order and to serve the interest of the metropolitan power; only after the Second

iforId "War did a relatively enlightened colonial policy emerge. Even thens the

administrative machinery was still small and oriented towards law and order, with

3 modicum of progress in public services primarily in education and health,
educational policy itself was designed in such 3 wey that educational institutions
would produce only the necessary staff for the lower echelons of the colontal 'public'

services,, mainly clerical staff. In the fifties with more enlightement and with public
awareness of the need for services just beginning^ the concepts of local government

and community development were introduced, albeit on a very small scale and

tentative basis. Pickering says, "the fifties might be classified as the period of

democratic decentralization which heralded in many countries a genuine devolution of
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responsibilities to fully elected local authorities. It was also the decade in
which Community Development became an accepted public sector activity of many

Third World Governments". 1/

The fifties, however, were the last decade of colonialism and the wind of

change was blowing in Africa, having successfully swept away colonial administrations

in India and Pakistan in the late forties. It was in that decade that Sudan,
Tunisia and Guinea became independent in that order and it was in that decade

that the others were pressing hard for independence, Colonial administrations

achieved almost nothing in Africa in the previous decade which was a decade of

relative calm in many parts of ths corstinent although the War did affect the northern

and the eastern parts of the continent. Much effort was actually geared to combat and

away from development. In the fifties cononial administration hurriedly introduced

some reforms in preparation, of independence. These reforms were mainly in the

areas of Africanization of some key posts (which led to crash training^programmes),
community development and institution-building, 'mainly political\ such as local
government and the legislatures.

The small administrative machinery which existed in colonial days was bequeathed3

crippled by the mass exodus of expatriate staff, to the newly independent African

Statos. At once the requirements of independence laid bare the inadequacy of

the administrative machinery. The inevitable expansion cf the public services

(which ■'/ere not taken into account by colonial administrations) caused some problems:
the few trained civil servants who were available were needed for the top echelons

of the newly created ministries, offices9 and agencies as well as for the

diplomatic service. At independence, politicians who escalated the expectations
of the people by promising them too much came to power and the commitments they had

made to the people required the setting up of an elaborate the effective machinery.
Elaborate the machinery was, but effectiveness was nowhere to be seen.

Two decades and half have now laoscd since independence and still in many

ways Africa is where it was in I960. It is sti/ll trying to achieve the two major

aims which it set for itself at independence, namely? to build nations, strongly
united.;, out of heterogeneous and conflicting ethenic cjroups; .ind to achieve

accelerated development in order to ensure.better living standards for its people.

Two decades and half is indeed a short period in the live.s of nations, but with

consistent and systematic efforts coupled with the application of skills and

knowledge Africa would have teen aMe to advance,even thouqh not substantially9

from the pre-tfevelopment stage at which it was at independence. Sadly, most of

the continent has slipped into greater and deeoer backwardness, let alone making

a lot of progress.-

17 A.K. Pickerfnn, 'A'Devel^pient Role for Local "cvernment;1 :
'Lessons of Third World Experience' in Malcosri Norris and Ken Pickering (eds.)

Joint Study Seminar for Local Government Inspectors: Report of Proceedings,

Kftartoum, 'September9 19B09 p.65. " : *"
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Post-independence structures arc weak and yet overburdened because the demands

made upon them are heavy and continue una^tec with z\" result that these structures
are now threatened. The problem of oevelonnwnt, *s experience has shown, are
overwhelming and they require: (a) that politicians ?.r-.:. c/iuinpod yith a fair

degree of education; (b) that th&y kno*.- ^i^oris of rational Doiicv-makir.g; (c)
that they understand and appreciate the role of public servants, particularly
top administrators and managers;, fd) that ton administrates and majors have -^n
appreciation of politics and understand the role of politicians as decision makers*
(e) that they understand their own rnlo in decision makinn and that this role-
has necessarily a political component; (f) that technical'ar-d professional skills
are abundantly available in order to reduce dependence on foreign governments
or companies; (g) that education and traininn *re taken seriously not only in the
planning and execution of programmes bat also in their application; (h) that, public
services are properly managed according to scientific methods with a view of

motivating them and ensuring their productivity;, (i) th^t public services sre

responsive and sensitive to public needs. {;;} that they are accountable to the

public through their elected representativess (k) that the litter arc truly
accountable to their electorates; -ind (1) thn the public themsalvcs are vigilant
and enthusiastic about their own development. These are only some of the
requirements and the list is therefore by no means .-xhaustive.

But these are also some of the problems of public administration, and they

are key to any strategy for economic development hecause they determine the
general- efficiency of government, and if t;te latter is inefficient even a perfect
grasp of economic issues, both international and donostic, can not ensure any

advance in economic development. That is precisely wh?.f makes BVau's statement

that 'If everythingS£ is done and public administration fails, all fails',
a truism. Therefore, there should he more concern with methods of increasing
government efficiency sr ^s t: cnaL-lc it :!c well what it should do rather than

overburdening itself, as is the case in s^me countries, with responsibilities which
rightly belong to the private sector.

In their attempt to increase their efficiency African governments have
adopted ^c-tsures of ndm'jiistr^tivc. reforo frr^ timo to time. These were mainly^

however, structural and procedural neqloctihg behavioural aspects of administration

and the reforms have not therefore been effective 2/, They have all established
and maintained institutes of public administration and wanagenent to undertake
administrative and management training for middle-level administrators and managers
generally. Some countries, although few, have establish! staff colleges to train

top administrators and managers, and also politicians, ferly all African

countries have recruited foreign experts through bilateral assistance in order to

2/ A.F. Leemans, 'Administrative Reform An Overview in jevgiopment and change
TSpecial Issue on Administrative Reform) Vnl.il \!n.% 1970/71 ""
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help them in areas in which local experts wera simply not available. Furthermore,
they nave used planning as an instrument of policy-making end as a method of

bringing about a-substantial measure f,f develonment. ' : ■' ',

All these measures and many more have been adopted by governments in Africa

in order to enhance their o<n efficioncv, Govorn^rt:; h?ve Von c'Vanqs'J. '

frequently-sometimes violently - because of growing inefficiency in the fact of

debilitating economic problems, rapid risas of inflation, and consequent dropping
of standards of livinc?. Davey aroues that development itself is'"a source of
instability 3/. Tnat is of course true3 because development means .change which itself
requires some strong foundations for government institutions which :in Africa
are expected to bring about change-3 and to regulate- the change ft has brought
about.

Government, however, cannot t-e and should not the sole agent of chanqe.

The primary agent of change is the individual and if government Can manage to

motivate the individual and release his energies then it can brinq about change.

It is impossible9actually3 for any government to brinci *bcut desirable change"
or development by excluding the great majority of the oanpli from the development

effort. That is why the conceDt of 'popular participation1 is so appealino"

that it has quickly gained wide currency. A government over-burdened by

responsibilities can hardly function smoothly ?,nd properly and it seems nrudent

that in order to redress the situation a fair distribution of responsibilities

should be'made. Privitization car, ease the burden; r>ut cnly in those matters

which are normally assigned to the private sector. The corollary of this in

public sector is decentralization which is obviously the answer to the congestion
at the centre.

Not surprisingly therefore tho purpose of this stu^y is- to promote local

; development'and to rtviye interest

o '.v^t Vc5i government can

n*.:^e tc di«pe! 1 the view that

pgroe-tuatc colonial

government as a principal instrument of

in it. Accordingly9much r.paco will bt devoted

do if given a real chance-. Attempt will .ilso

local government w?.s n c^l'-niTl invention dosiqped :-ut p

interests and hence colonial rule. African government have tried Q\/ery method

and stratagem in order to enhance their own efficiency and to generate popular

interest in development except local government. It ;r high tine that they should

try to ease their own burden end thereby increase their efficiency by transferring

responsibilities to cjenuirte local councils.

3/ Kenneth Davey3 Development Administration Revised: An Inaugural Lecture

DAG Occasional Paper No.ZO: Institute of Local Government Studies, University

of Birmioham- 1983, P.5.
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II. PHILOSOPHICAL AMD PRACTICAL BASIS OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT .

There are twin aspects of decentralization: devolution which is the
decentralization of political authority to regional assemblies or to local
government councils or to both; and decon<*ntr?.tion which is the decentralization
of administrative authority to the field deoartments (the .generalist field
administrator included) of the central Government. Ideally, devolution and
deconcentration are complementary but in the Third World generally the structures

of the latter dominate those of the former.

First of all, devolution - if genuine - is an effective method of ensuring
the participatory democracy, which African leaders usually advocate 4/.
'nomocracy1 is a concept which is so appealing to everyone. We hear so much
th* slogan- "Power to' the People!" We also hear so much about a "government
of the people, for the people by-the people" which President Lincoln called for
about one hundred years ago. 'Democracy' as a concept features prominently
in the speeches of politicians; those of the Third World specially talk about the ^
necessity both for democracy and for efficiencysof "being close to the grass-roots
of "bringing administration, close to the qrass-roots'\

These sentiments or democratic ideals can surely be realized by local
government because the latter gives the people an opportunity to have,a substantial
measure of control over their own local affairs. It gives them the chance to
elect or choose freely their own local leaders, to watch their work at close
range and to communicate with them on a daily basis about what they want and
what they do not want. As previously said, the princiole that the people shouio
have an inalienable right to exercise control over their own affairs is accepted
at least in theory: in nost countries, however, the practice - which is
obviously more important-is lacking. In the countries where the principle is
matched by practice local government is very strong and very useful to local

communities.

There are also practical advantages in local government. Once the people
are aiven the opportunity to run their own 3ffairs they would be more inclined
to accept taxes, both for local andnational purposes. Their involvement in
their own local affairs and their own experiences in the provision of local ^
services will enable then to understand and appreciate:the reasons for taxation.
F>t example, thev will understand that the provision of services like schools,
hospitals* roads"etc. entail heavy expenditure and that the only way to raise
the needed funds is.throuch taxation. Hopefully, tax collectors- so far
understandably unpopular - will have their burden greatly eased as a result.

47—Cee for example President Kaunda, Humanism in Zambia and a Guide to
Tts Implementation, Part ^.Government Printer, Lusaka, P.10.
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In the less developed countries where there is considerable administrative

difficulty in collecting taxes voluntary payment of taxes is of vital

importance. Furthermore, there is need sometimes for local officials to go

around and collect voluntary contributions for local self-help schemes.

Experience shows that people will cone forward and donate generously if they
are truly convinced that their donations are for a good cause which will not
be destroyed by mismanagement. This advantage is in fact of supreme importance
since it enables both central and local governments to raise the finances so

badly needed for development projects with much less difficulty. In fact,

in some countries the central government asks local government councils to

collect certain taxes on its behalf and then gives them a shares and in some

countries in Latin America the central government gives contracts to local

government councils to undertake development projects on its behalf.

This brings us tc the provision of services which is another area where

the advantages of local government are glaringly obvious. One may argue that

services can best be provided by the field departments of central government.

Uothing could be further from the truth. First there are services which are

so local, such as conservancy and sewerage, which the central government is

ill-suited to provide and which are normally assigned to local government.
Secondly, field officers are often insensitive to local needs. Thirdly^ even

when they try to be Responsive to such needs they lack deep appreciation of
the culture and idiosyncrasies of the people whom they try to serve. However,

to be able to provide the necessary services local governments h?.ve to bo

strong in three respects: first, councillors, as policymakers must be of

such calibre as to make the right choices of policy and to understand what

the officials are doing, secondly* the councils should be so internally

structured and staffed in order to have very good management; and thirdly,

councils should be financially strong

Local government has also an educational value, both for the community at

large and for politicians. Jackson, says: 'The argument is that natural
self-government requires certain habits of mind and ways of public behaviour

and that the great training ground is in the local councils' 5/. He doubts
whether this should be stressed because in England 'Local■ Government has

followed national government and has not led it1 6/. He further says: "As

a matter of historical fact0 English local government took its present form and

was made more democratic because parliament had become more democratic" 7/.

However, it is not being suggested here that local government should lead

national government tc democracy and should therefore be a pioneer in that respect,

although it can be argued that in a country where people are independent-

minded and care much abnut their own local affairs it would be hard for national

governments to rob them of their natural democracy.

5/ R.fa. Jackson, The iiachinery of Local Government, Second Edition

Hacmillan {London-)! 970, p. 17

6/ Ibid.

7/ Ibid.
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The truth of the natter, ?s '-'o h^ve ^crvr"'/ J."v-or; the lessons of experiences

in many parts of the world, is that if oiven a real chance to elect and run

their own local councils people will "team the art of government by doing

and local politicians will rise to the national level Irving received their

political training at the local level. In theory at least: they will even

become better politicians because of their exutiriciirx st. the grass-r^ots.

Furthermore, a fruitful dialogue between politicians at the national level and

those at the local level can be ensured only by local government since councils

will give ample opportunities to local leaders to -:tj-iy issues in depth in so

far as they affect their localities and to learn to articulate interests.

Another important advantage is that local government bridges the

communication gap between the centre and tha periphery, Local councils provide

the central government with the means to guage the daily temper of the people .

and to know their reaction to issues which government is considering and for

which opinion is important. They also provide central government with a mediura

through which it can explain its, policies. This is-usually the function .-of .

the gensralist field administrator, but the local council provides h,m with an
excellent forum. It is also possible - particularly in the integrated and

comprehensive, systems of local government 8/ to bring together local representatives

and the heads of the field departments of .the central government so that

the two will communicate properly and will reinforce each other in their common

task of achieving development at the local levelo . . ...

Now, there is fear (particularly in Africa) that local government-might
encourage fissiparous tendancies. This is generally duz to excessive pre-.

occupation with centrifugal forces. For this reason, governments may consider

local government institutions very dangerous and may therefore deliberately

shun them. Devolution pushed to absurd limits may be dangerous in that respect.

But properly nurtured, ouided and control led local government institutions

are; bound to strengthen national unity by giving a sense of belonging to

all ethnic groups. Council areas may be drawn also in such a way that the

boundaries cut across tribal divisions so that thoso areas will not he-coterminous

with tribal settlements. This has ths added advantage of encouraging social

integration between tribes !oy bringina a number cf thorn within the same council

area so that they will in ctiiidfeol that they share common problems and interests

and will act in unison to realize these interests. .

In arguing the case for local government we have talked so much about

devolution, almost to the neglect of deconccntration. Decmcentrated

denartments are vital. V c\rcd. development when local institutions ire weak-.

They can be used to nurture and develon those institutions, but they should

never be used as substitutes to l^cal government. In fact, devolution and

deconcentration should coexist snd maintain n svmhirtic relationship

§7 For details about these systems see: Decentralization for National
and Local Development, United Nations publication, Naw York, 19.62
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it would be difficult to imagine a decentralized system in which local government

operates alone and central government's field offices are totally absent; .

the reverse situation is noi: hard to imaoine because that is what obtains in many
African countries. This is unnatural, however9 becauso3as we have seen9 it

deprives the people of their right to have at least a say in their own affairs,

and thereby keeps there cut of V.\o neinstroijr. "f 'JcvLloprriont. Dcconccntratcd

central departments can be so badly misguided as to oeroetuate the dependency of the

people on the central government and to nr.ke thin believe that the responsibility

to develop the country - their own local area included - lies squarely on the

shoulders of the national governments: and when the latter fails to bring about

local development (as is mostly the case) a mood of despair and despondency
obtains. Rural communities then resign to their poverty and squalor. Afterwards9

extension workers and officers from other central departments face an appalling

apathy which leads them to accuse local communities of obduracy. This lack .

of popular interest adversely affects the efficiency of development projects

executed by the central departments.

On the other hand deconcentrated departments can be so managed and used

as to arouse popular interest in development and thereby play a catalytic role

in addition to their role of either providing direct services themselves or of

providing technical advice and expertise to local government institutions.

Technical departments such as those of health, public works, and agriculture are

leading in this respect, and the department of education can help the schools

which are run by local councils. A leading and consoicuous figure in field

administration is the general 1st field administrator variously styled* as

'regional governor1^provincial commissioner','district commissioner1

'district governor1" or 'district officer'. This officer is very important for the

development of local government for three reasons: first, he liar, great authority

as the sole representative of the national government; an authority deeply rooted

in history; secondly, he generally cones from the ministry which has responsibility

for local government- thirdly, because of his own-political position and his

broad background he would be most probably conversant with the concepts* if

not the practice of local ^ovornment. -Because of thest, factors he is best suited

for the development of the local councils in his own area of jurisdiction which

should be added to his current, responsibilities- :iorr'n"!1y; ?enera1ist administrators

are given this task since local government forrcs part of his background either

in practice or in formal training, and because of his political responsibilities

and power. It goes without, saying therefore9 that the appointment of the;. -■:'■ ■

right man for this post .may determine the future, of local .government;: This

being the case,a government desircous of promoting genuine devolution will take

meticulous care1 in appointing as field generalist' administrators: at the district

and regional (provincial) level men who are forward-lookina., have the right

background, and have keen interest in the development cf local government

institutions. They should become increasingly involved with the work and development

of local councils and their performance should ba judned by concrete achievements

in this area. In fact, in the latter days of colonial administration this

was one of the main functions of the field qeneralist.
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Whilst the field generalist takes the lead the technical departments representing

ministries can also play a role in developing the technical departments of the
local councils. This should obviously include on-the-job training. It will also
be a good idea for them to engage in joint projects so that the central field
departments will share the skills and experience with the technical departments of the
local councils. In time, the local councils will gain the technical ability to
carry out more complex projects and they will be confident enough to compete with
central departments or even the private sector. As they gain this abilitys greater
responsibility for increased functions may be devolved upon them.

A lot can be said, of course, about policies to strengthen local government
and we will leave that for the last sectionof this paper. Suffice it to say at
this juncture that 'local government1 without 'autonomy1 is a contradiction in
terms. The word 'local' obviously indicates that councils are meant for small
communities and the word 'government' means that they have certain attributes of
government. Now, lack of autonomy simply means that the councils do not govern
their jurisdictions and it would therefore be a misnomer to call them 'local
government councils'. There was a tendency in the recent past to refer to the
councils as 'local administration councils', in order to avoid this confusion
about the word 'government1. But autonomy is not impiict in the word 'administration'
whicn, incidently, does not suggest that the councils are self-administering.
The inadequacy of the term 'local administration' is further demonstrated by
its vagueness. We are not sure whether it is administration by the local people
or administration by central departments at the local level. In other words,
an argument can be made as to whether it is devolution or deconcentration;
conversely, when we use the term 'local government1 we are in no doubt as to
what we are talking about. Then, of course (i.e. when we use the term 'local
government) autonomy comes readily to mind. Kenneth Davey summarizes the
distinguishing features of local autonomy as follows.

"There are three separate standards to local "utonomy:

the amount of responsibility devolved, the size and
elasticity of resources assigned and the degree of

discretion conferred. The factors are inseparable.
Local authorities may have freedom from supervision
and adequate revenue but little responsibility for services
of any significance. They may have wide responsibilities,

considerable discretion and a high dependence upon direct
taxation; yet their real freedom of action will be severely

circumscribed if the potential growth of their revenue is
outstripped by inflation and the demand of fixed commitments" 9/.

9/ Kenneth Davey, Taxing a Peasant Society, Charles Knight, London, 19749 pp.100-

101.
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Without these features a local council cannot be said to be autonomous
and without autonomy it cannot be said that it is a local government council.
The concept of autonomy as explained above will help us to examine better the
conditions under which local councils function in order to determine whether
a genuine devolution exists. Decentralization has been in vogue for many years,
not only because of its democratic ideals only but also because of efficiency
considerations as well. In practice, however, it has not worked properly
either because it has not been properly planned or because politicians at the
centre ara jeolously guarding their powers and are not prepared to give them
away Yet, the arguments in favour of decentralization are irresistable and
it is therefore difficult, particularly for politicians, to reject decentralization
because this means refusing to give power to the people. So, a semblance
of decentralized institutions is maintained and this is what Fesler calls

'illusory decentralization', ]0/,

Last, but not least, strong and successful local government councils can
generate employment by virtue of the fact that they do not employ people only
for their own administration but they also engage in economic activities which
multiply jbo opportunities. Indeed in some cases local government employees
can be larger in number than those of the central government. This is so
because local government councils are many and are scattered throughout the
country. Not only that, but they also employ a large r.umber of people in view
of the fact that they undertake a wide range of functions which generate
employment. This is more so in the case of countries such as those win en are
highly industrialized where local government is far advanced. For example,
local government employees in the United States are four times as many as those in
the federal government; in India local government employees represent 40 per cent
of federal employees; in Japan local employees are 66 per cent, in Egypt 56
per cent; in El Salvador 58 per cent and in the United Kingdom 56 per cant. On
this sco^e alone local government is a force to be reckoned with. But that is orly
in the countries where it is taken seriously.

HI. THE CURRENT STATUS OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN AFRICA

There is a tendency among many people in Africa to relegate local governmen
to the past. It reminds them of colonial administration since they did not _
even hear much about it after independence. There are also those who maintain
that local government is an old colonial conceot which should be discswd
altogether. Few are really convinced, even among civil servants, let alor.2
the politicians that it really has a meaningful role to play in development^
Even at very high levels in national governments local government has been mis-
understood and therefore its case has been lost. For example, Tanzania complete y
abolished local government institutions in 1972 but is fortunately coming back
to it now, after thirteen years.

10/ See James Vl. fes'ler, Approaches to the Understanding of Decentralization.
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This general lack cf enthusiasm about local novornment must surely be
attributed to lack of understanding particularly of the role local government

play as an effective partner of the central government in development. It will

be seen from the examples in the following pages that African governments

generally use deconcentrated departments to carry out development orojects. Even

when mass mobilization is required they rely on the local branches of the

political party and the generalist field administrator. Only in a few cases are

popular energies channelled through local government institutions. Rural development

.Is also carried out through other institutions such as development committees and
central departments. r

In this study we shall describe how decentralized systems in the Sudan and

Kenya work, but in the analysis which follows we shall take examples whenever
possible from other African countries as well.

(a) Sudan

Because of its geographical size (nearly one million square miles of territory)

and difficulties in communication and transport it appears that the only way

of administering the Sudan is through decentralization and therefore the country

has always been conducting experiments in decentralization in an attemot to find

a political and administrative system which will expedite government business

and at the same tim'c-'give ?. meanincful measure of autonomy to local communities

so that they can run their own affairs.

The Sudan was also one of the many few African countries which inherited

at independence in January 1956 a very good system of local government and a

large administrative machinery to look after the business of central government.
In 1948 the British authorities in Khartoum commissioned Dr. A.M. Marshall to come

to the Sudan and study conditions there- with a view to making recommendations

for a new: system, of local government which would be in accord with the peculiar

circumstances of the country. His report was published the following year (1949).

The British authorities had preferred a raplica of the British two-tier structure,

but Marshall rejected this 1_2/. Instead9 he recommended the establishment of

Town Councils and Rural District Councils which were elective and vested with

authority to collect their own revenue. These ware multipurpose authorities which
were "large enough to carry out primary functions9 yat sufficiently small

to■ permit local participation in a meaningful sense1 13/. Dr. Marshall!s report

recognized that traditional leaders - then called Native Administration - should
be given a role in these councils temporarily, although he recommended that they

should be phased out in time 14/.

TZ7 Ol. Morn*s ~''Local Government and Decentralization in the Sudan,
Public Administration and Development, Vol. 3 Mo.3d

13/ Ibid.

14/ Ibid,
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The Government acted on Drv Marshall's recommendations in 1951 when
District Councils were established. These councils enjoyed a measure of

autonomy and were democratic. First., they were elected councils; secondly,,

they were assigned local sources of revenue; thirdly3 they had the authority

to recruit some of their staff; and finally functions were assigned to them

with the necessary legal powers to carry them out. These functions were:

V5/ elementary education, hygiene, social welfare, roads, water and electricity,
public transport, libraries, parks and playgrounds and ofcourse conservancy.
The .councils were to be supported by revenue from the following sources 16/:

1. Livestock tax

:, Tax on irrigated lands

3. Tax on dates in the Northern Province

4. Tax on agricultural produce from rain-fed farms (of

a maximum of 16 per cent of the value of the product)

5/ Pall tax (Head tax) ,

6. Rates or property tax; and

7. Entertainment tax (i.e. taxes on tickets to entertainment
nlacGs)

8. Fines imposed by civil courts and courts of Sheikhs (but

councils were then required to pay salaries of judges and

repair court houses); and

9. Fees and licences.

In addition to these sources of revenue, council fees of 5 to

10 per cent of the total amount were tc be collected ]]_/. The councils could

borrow from the central government which also granted subventions particularly
to councils which did not have a good resource "oase. These subventions
were' usually in the form of covering budget deficits.

The establishment of the councils was followed by other developments

at the centre itself= In 1954 a ministry of local government was established

and was charged with the function of supervising and guiding the councils in

order to see to it that local government institutions were based on very strong

T5/ Or. Mukhtar AlTassann, Local Government in the Sudan: Its Development
and its Issues (in Arabic) Sudan Bookshop (KhartoumJ 1983, p.39

16/ Ibid. pp.42-44

17/ Ibid, p.45
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foundations and will stard the- test of time. iVy I960 therefore "over sixty

councils had acquired full corporate status with a substantial range of powers" 18/

The system worked so well that a coraii'ssion established in 1960 JjV confirmed its

suitability and the system therefore continued to operate for twenty years since

it was first introduced until it was abolished and replaced by a new system in

1971. In I960, hoivover, the ^overnMcnt passed the-: Provincial Authorities Act

in order to sclve the problems for which the Abu Rannat Commission was set up.

The Act created provincial councils and provinci?."! authonti&s. The council

was a mechanism designed to bring tonether departments of the central government

and local institutions in order to streamline and coordinate their activities.

The chairman was the military governor who was the central government's

representative in the province'. The provincial authority was the executive arm

of the council and it consisted of a provincial team. The council appeared to

be a higher tier of local government because it had discretinary powers and was

assigned its own sources. But Abu Rannat commission sought to replace the

system of regional governors and district commissioners by arguing that

centralization was a system that was in accord with Turkish and condominium rule

both of which were imposing their own authority on the Sudan and*that since -

authority was now vested' in the sons of the soil and confidence has been

established between rulers and the people a centralist system would be out of place

The Abu Rannat Commission continued to argue that a centralist system vests

authority in the hands of provincial and district commissioners and that widened

the gap between tho governor and the governed and "this is what we want to
avoid" 20/.. The commission considered that it would be better to integrate the

existing field administration into a1 new hybrid system which will ensure that

representatives of the central government and those of the people would work

together effectively instead of pulling in opposite directions. The most

unfortunate recommendation of the commission, however, was thoir contention

that it has been 'proved' that elections do not produce members of the riyht

calibre for local councils and that a really democratic representation could be

realized by nominations 21/. It is worth mentioning here that Dr. Marshall also
recommended the abolition of the post of district commissioner and he thought

as did the Abu Rannat Commission that that would develop Local councils,' but

subsequent developments proved this to be wrong.

The government accepted the recommendations of the commission and these

were implemented in 196l'. But with the fall of President Abbud's military
government in TSf-4 and the restitution of parliamentary government the post
of Military Governor was abolished. Consequently, the officer representing

the ministry of locsl government was put in charge of the province, but

provincial and district councils were not affected by this political change.

However,, confusion ensued as the representatives of central ministries refused

to accept the authority of the representative of the ministry of local government

because they thought his authority over them was unconstitutional, and they were

IS/ Morris, opxit.

W/ The Abu Rannat Commission, 1960

20/ Al'assam, Local Government in the Sudan: Its Development and Issues, p.54

?T/ Ibid, p.55.
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therefore directly in contact with their own ministries to. which they reported

-and from which they received their instructions 22/.

In 1969 another military government came to power - that of President

Nimoiry-and after two ye?.rz 2. ric(-; system :.r local (^wErrcnc-nt ("The People's

Local Government System") was promulgated and the old system of Marshall as amended
by Abu Rannat Commission was ?'-olished .rxc^rt W th"* rovincial council which

was substantially chanqed.

The new system established a pyramid of over 5000 councils. Neighbourhood,'

Market Area, Industrial Area, Village and Camp councils were at the base while

Rural and Town Councils, with Area Councils above them, v/ere at the intermediate

levels; Provincial Councils remained on too. This was a more complex system and

the multiplicity of types of councils and their levels transpired to be a main

source of confusion later on. The mandate of the Provincial Council was now

changed to include sone proselytezing functions. The Act required that the ■provincial

council be responsible for 'political enliahtement, people's mobilization economic

and social development and consolidation of national unity in accordance with

the objectives of tha Hay Socialist Revolution1 2A/. ^he new District and Town

Councils would only request action in the absence of independent financial and

staff resources which they lacked. But they could apply to the provincial council

which had the authority to allocate these resources.

Further decentralization measures were taken in 1979 when a number of

presidential decrees devolved more powers on provincial councils. "Seven

ministries were abolished and their functions transferred to local authorities" 24/,

four other ministries had also their nowcrs drastically reduced. The President

transferred later on by Decree No.475 of 3 September 1979 the administration of the

policy to the Province Executive Councils. Furthermore; the Ministry of Local

Government was abolished in 1977 and in its lieu an office for Local Government

Affairs was established in the President's office. Mows:in 1979 the President of

the Republic became 'Patron of Local Government' so that there would be no doubt

about his interest in the development of local government and to underscore the

importance which oovernmant attached f? it, any "aw which contradicted the Local

Government Act was to be considered null and void 25/.

Further changes pecured when another Local Government Act was introduced

in 1981 in order to make improvements and to provide remedies for certain mistakes

learned from the lessons of experience. The new Act abolished the People's

22/ Ibid. F.63

23/ Local Government Act, 1971, Section 11(1)

24/ These were: Education^ Interior: Religions affairs; youth and sports;

cooperation; social affairs; commence and supply- See Alassan, Regional

Government in the Sudan3 op.cit., p.111.

25/ Ibid, p.li:\.
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Provincial Executive Councils and transferred their property and some of their
responsibilities to the Regional Executive Authorities which were established

in -their place. The Regions were to establish Area councils which were given
some of the responsibilities of the erstwhile provincial councils like primary

and intermediate education public health includina dispensaries; economic

development, including planning; roads, drainage and water supplies; agricultural
and veterinary extension work; culture and snorts; social affairs and self-help

schemes; labour and the regulation of employment; licensing; price and commodity

control; and,, ofccurses the maintenance of nublic order 26/.

The Regional Executive Authority was composed of government departments3 a

'reasonable' proportion of women9 some elected members and 1G per cent of the
membership appointed on the basis of 'talent'. Large councils like Omdurman had

fifty members, thirty five of whom were elected, ten members from the Alliance

of the People's Working Forces and five nominees. The country as a whole had

about eighty such councils3 twenty five of which were in the South and the remaining

fifty five in the North. The Area Councils were vested with authority to

establish lower tiers of councils similar to those of the 1971 Act and delegating

some functions to them.

The management structure of-th^ councils was very similar to those of the

previous councils. A generaiist seconded from the central government was the

Chief Executive while the Chairman was the leader of the council. The

functions of the Provincial Commissioner were redefined and he was given primary
responsibility for security in the Province. He had therefore supervisory

authority over police, prisons and fire brigades as he had the authority to

supervise public servants seconded to the Province, particularly council executive

officers. His position was further enhanced when in November, 1982 a whole

cadre of generalists was decentralized to'the Regions from the chamber of

Decentralized Government Affairs in Khartoum.

■■■Now, this year (1935) further changes are expected in view of the demise
of President Nimeiry's regime and the assumption of power by a new military

lovernment. A new Peonla's Conference on Local Government was scheduled for

November 1985 to discuss issues and oroblems in denth and to come up with
recommendations for an appropriate system of decentralized government. But

information gathered during the field mission for this study revealed that there was

general dissatisfaction with the 1971 local government system and widespread

desire to return to the 1951 system which was in operation until 1971 and-was
recommended in 1919 by Dr. Marshall. Officials of the Bureau of Decentralization

in Khartoum certainly think that the system of 1951 was quite successful and
that it was discarded in Tf71 only for political reasons because the new regime

of President Nimei'ry wanted tG extend its influence to the grass-roots.

Herris, op.cit.9 p."
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The officials of the Bureau and many others closely involved in local government

in the Sudan consider that the 1971 system of local government was not effective.
In fact, some of them even think that it was quite a setback because the previous
one was more representative of local communities and therefore more effective.
The first problem was that provincial councils sometimes covering about one

hundred thousand square miles (about one ninth of the total area of the Sudan)
were too large, but were recognized by the 1971 Act as local councils 27/.
Secondly, councils were numerous and the levels too many. The Act established the

following as local government councils ^8/.

Serial Ho. Nb f ilType of councils

Provincial Councils

District Councils

Rural Councils

Town Councils

Village Councils

Neighbourhood Councils

Number o

9 later

61

■ 245

83

3855

; 785

t counciis

doubled to 131.

2.

3,

6.

The multiplicity of levels and this plethora of 'local1 councils5 perhaps
designed to ensure the enthusiastic participation of the greatest number of people
in their own local affairs turned to be the main source of confusion and the
Whole scheme had therefore the ."opposite of its intended effect; the citizen

(far from being clear as to what he wanted and where he should go for it) was in
fact petrified by a huge administrative machine which confused him further. The

process of acquiring membership in the provincial council was also long and
cumbersome. Instead of direct elections in accordance with the principle of one-
man-one-vote and secret ballot a bonafide citizen who wished to serve on the
council was required to earn the support of functional am! popular organizations
such as village development committees, youth, organizations, cooperative societies
and women organizations. Only few people, and not the most capable ones, were

prepared to ao through this lona process. In fact, some of those people who
would have been good councillors were discouraged as they considered it to be
below their dignity to go through all kinds of levels begging for support from
others who had"only a vague notion of what civic duties and responsibilities were

about. Even then, the representative element in the orovincial council was
only fifty per cent, the remaining half being drawn from labour trade unions,
farm associations, the army, bin private organizations and the local intelleqentia.
Although 'elected' and nominated members were equal in number the latter were
really more dominant because of their education, official positions and because

they wers nominees of people In authority.

■?7/ Muhammad Utftridn Kaleefa, 'The Application of the People's Local Government
Act 1971 in the Sudan1, in Maclorn Morris and Ken Pickerinq eds., Joint
Study Seminar for Local Government Inspectors: Report of Proceedings, Khartoums

September 19£0s p.41.

.".8/ Ibid.

A
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Khaieefa argued in 1980 that there were three main oostacles to genuine
and effective decentralization in general and to the 1971 local government systems

in particular. These were in Khaleefa's own words 29/.

" (a) the existence of an extra large Provincial Council as
the basic unit of Local Government where neither the

diverse local interests covered by this large area are
satisfied,nor power, financial are otherwise concentrated

at the point where it is required most. This situation
presents a further difficulty creating a mass of unmanageable
administrative work involving financial and accounting skills
far beyond the available resources. The Province Council is

furthermore faced with the difficulty of improvising
administrative, financial and accounting procedures necessary

to make the system work with this partnership in power spread

over three local government tiers.

(b) the multiplicity of administrative tiers and the proliferation
of local councils which may be held responsible for the poor
quality of councillors in the local government system staged
by 1971 Act, have further jeopardized efforts to decentralize
by presenting on the administrative scene a proliferation of

local councils, wholly inconsistent with the available
finances and still more scarce technical staff. Local
Councils9 in the circumstances, find rationing of necessary

food stuffs a ready occupation in which to engage.

(c) A major technical impediment to decentralization though
probably unintended is the unfortunate existence of section
seventeen of the unified Financial Regulations 1978 Issued
by the Ministry of Finance (Legislative supplement No.1249
dated 21.12.1978). The existence of this legal provision 1s
apparently a hangover from the 1961 Provincial Local Government

Act, and regulations Issued thereunder. Incidentally, while

section 33 of the 1971 Local Government, (now probably the
President) with the consent of the council of Ministers to
issue Financial and contracts Regulations, I cannot trace any

legal provision in the Act which empowers the Minister of
Finance to issue financial regulations binding on local councils.
This unfortunate financial regulation requires Province council
Budgets to be tabulated into some ten or eleven parts based
on functions of Education, Public Health, Agriculture, Survey,

etc. thereby concentrating financial provisions in the

Provincial Budget in some closed compartments in direct collision
with the structure of local government based on geographical
areas at the province, district, rural and town levels. The
appointment of finance in province budgets in these vertical
compartments leaves local government at all levels were
geographical areas on the administrative atlas, sterile if not

already dead."

29/ Ibid, pp.49-50.
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Like other local government bodies elsewhere in Africa Sudanese local
councils under the 1971 system had a resource problem. As pointed out earlier
local sources of revenue were inelastic and imposed on a mainly poor population.
These sources included tax on rain-fed farms, tax on irrigated land, animal
tax date tree tax and rates on urban property. In fact the financial problem
was'so critical that provincial commissioners spent most of their time in
Khartoum in order to get more resources. Norris says that "A worst aspect of
these arrangements was that the Provincial Councils and hence those below lacked
any clear perception of the resources on which to plan or base priorities11 30/.
Major expenditures were of the recurrent type and salaries alone accounted
for 72 24 per cent in 1978 in the North whilst the percentage was substantially
hiaher in the South. In any case, financial control from the centre was very

strong as grants from government were fairly substantial 31/.

There were major difficulties too in one of the other problem areas of
local government - staff. The system as we have seen has created too many
institutions and each one of them naturally required its share of skilled and
competent staff. These simply were not available in the numbers they were
required. Massive transfers had therefore to be made from the centre and as Norris
says: "changes were imposed, using a public service that was decentralized as a
result of ^ery rapid expansion and fifteen years of political manipulation"^/.
The main problem arose from the fact that such a massive transfer of authority as
resulting from large scale decentralization was not planned,, and in consequence
there was no plan that could be implemented peacemeal. Stages of implementation
could be dealt with as and when the machinery to put it into effective
operation was available. But that was not the case in the Sudan even when the
1981 Act was introduced after the lessons of experience with the 1971 system.

McrHs informs us that 'The 1981 Local Government Act is most constructively
interpreitu as a positive response to this experience1 33/. But four years
later no discernible improvements have been made and although the new government
has not yet come up with its own preference of a system of decentralizationn it
can be said that the 1981 Act will not be retained because of qeneral dis
satisfaction with the ways things have gone and, more importantly, because
there is a tendency in Khartoum now to scrab the major laws of the previous regime
in order to do away with anything which may be reminiscent of the previous regime.
The i\ct a* !981, repealing the 1971 Local Government Act was seen no+ oily as
an administrative change but as a verdict on the first decade of the Peoples
Local Government System. In this Act there is greater realism in that it affords

30/ Malccm Norris, Local Government and Decentralization in the Sudan, op.

cvt, p.215.

31/ Norris,"Sudan Administrative Versus political Priorities! in Mawhood
Xe~d.)pp. cit.p.c3j.

32/ Malcom Norris,"Local Government and Decentralization in the Sudan"

op".c1t.p.215.

33/ Ibid, p.217.
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flexible interpretation of which good management can make use. Also, the
area is now more appropriate as a level for local authority. Regionalism
has been strongly advocated in and introduced to the Sudan in 1980. But
Norris says that "Regional government in persuit of self-interest may frustrate
expectations; it may equally provide a shield and a guide to local authorities" 34/
The feeling of officials in Khartoum conveyed during the field mission for
this study was that malpractices hightened by self interest and undue pre
occupation of governors with security and political matters hastened the
collapse of the system.

There is, no doubt9 widespread nostalgia for Dr. Marshall's system of
1951 and officialsr,are openly advocating a return to it. In fact, in many
ways, the 1981 Act probably heralded such a trend as evidenced by its
incorporations of some of the features of the 1951 system. Norris.,observed
this too and he says that the Act 'conveyed strongly a return to much of the
structure of the 1951 ordinance" 35/. Area and district councils were reinstated
as the primary local authority ancTthere was a deliberate separation of the
Executive from the council: The new regions themselves had about the same
boundaries as the provinces of these days. It is conceivable, therefore, that
had the system continued it would have become very similar to the one of 1951.
Lastly, the fact that such a substantial measure of decentralization has been
conceived and tried is in itself an achievement; and the seriousness of the
government's intention was conveyed by the decentralization of major functions
and powers to the periphery together with the central ministries which had
been carrying out those functions.

Kenya became independent in 1963 and started with two political parties -
the Kenya African National Union (KANU)-and the Kenya African Democratic
Union (KADU)-and a constitution which provided for regional governments.
The country was divided into seven autonomous regions each with its own regional
assembly 36/. The primary consideration for this regionalization was ethnic.
Shortly after independence strong unitary tendencies reasserted themselves
primarily because KANU which was in power was committed to a policy of national
cohesion which it thought regionaiization would undermine. For this reason
regionalization was abolished in 1964, soon after independence.

W Norris, Sudan "Administrative versus Political Priorities" op.cit.,p.

35/ Ibid.

36/ These were: Nyanza, Western, Eastern, North Eastern, central, Rift
Valley, and Coast. Each region had an assembly consisting of elected members
from single-member constituencies.
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The history of modern local government in Kenya can be said to have
started in the year 1900 when town committees were established for Mombasa
and Nairobi. In 1919 both Mombasa and Nairobi were declared as areas with
town councils. Ten years later both were given municipal status with
councils of elected majority. Based on the experience of jMombasa and *
Nairobi other towns were allowed to have their own urban governments later
on. However, African representation on these councils were pradtically non
existent until the 1950s 37/. It can therefore be said that for Africans in
Kenya local government started in the 1950s. Prior to that vand because of the
racial segregation which existed at the time and formalized by a conscious
policy of separate development of the races, only Europeans and Asians had the
right to vote; the vast African majority were disenfranchised and therefore had
no part to play in the development of local government. Even then, Europeans
and Asians were constantly at loggerheads because the latter were demanding to
be treated on equalfooting with Europeans. The resource b,ase,s of these councils
gradually expanded and central grants for them increased with the result that
they were able to take on increased functions. By independence they were
allowed to provide services like housing, sewerage and drainage, water supply,
street lighting, ambulances services and firebrigades, cemeteries, and
crematoria. The large muncipalities had primary education, public health, and
maintenance of muncipal streets, as mandatory functions.

Surprisingly enough,there were no traditional chiefs in pre-colonial
Kenya. Oyugi says that the local communities or tribes were ruled, not by a
chief as was the case in many African countries, but by a council of elders and
that chiefs surfaced up, as a result of deliberate colonial policy, when
headmen were created by the Village Headmen Ordinance in 1902 and later called
•chiefs'38/. And these chiefs were to be the instrument of Indirect Rule
in later years. They were empowered, in so.far as their own settlements were
concerned to maintain law and order. In the execution of his responsibilities
it was up to the chief whether he wanted to consult the elders in council
collectively or severally. It was not until 1912 that the Native Authority - --■■-
Ordinance was passed and officially recognized the role of the councils of
elders. From then on the councils were consulted by the administration and
given 'minor executive functions'; mainly however, their role was advisory only.

37/ Walter Ouma Oyugi9 'Local Government in Kenya: A Case of Institutional
Decline,1 in Philip Mawhood (ed.) Local Government in The Third World;
The Experience of Tropical Africa, John Wiley and Sons- Chichester. New York,
etc. 1983, p.109.

38/ Ibid9 p.110.
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True to it policy of 'Indirect Rule1 the colonial administration left

native tribunals in tact because they were best in administering customary

law. Furthermore, the courts regulation of 1397, the courts ordinance of 1907,
and Tribunal Rules of 1911 vested some judicial powers in the councils
of elders which were constituted under native law and custom. As was the
case in all British possessions they were supervised, however, by colonial
administrative officers 39/. This arrangement continued until independence when
all courts were transferred from administrative to the judicial department.

With the amsndement to the Native Authority Ordinance in 1924 Local Native
Councils were established. According to the ordinance the governor had the
authority to create in any district a native council consisting of the
District Commissioner (or his assistant), all the chiefs in the district and
other members who were appointed after a process of selection: the local
people gathered in an open meeting to 'elect' these members; subsequently,
they submitted their list through the District Commissioner tc the Provincial
Commissioner and the latter made the final selection. In 1937 further
improvements were introduced by providing for the election of council members.
But the structure of the councils remained in tact and the District Commissioner
retained his position as chairman; in fact he was so powerful that he could
even remove an elected councillor for [bad conduct1, But the councils did
have some minor functions and services to carry out. The situation was
therefore far from satisfactory and there was a lot of room for improvements.

The African District Councils Ordinance was issued in 1950. This
provided for an elected African deputy chairman while the District Commissioner
retained the chairmanship. The ordinance also authorized the councils to

appoint their own staff and to set up committees for their various functions;
it made the councils corporate bodies which could sue and be sued and gave
them the power to enter into contractual agreements for the purpose of
providing services. Councils of contiguous areas were also allowed to form

joint committees and work together on matters of common interest.

All this notwithstanding, it was not actually the intention.of the
colonial administration to establish proper local government councils since
it was not colonial policy yet to prepare Africans for constitutional advance.
But there were two major reasons why these developments were taking place:
the first is that Indirect Rule required a machinery through which natives could
be controlled - machinery which would at the same time serve to facilitate
negotiation between the governor and the governed; the second, according .to
Oyugi* was to 'contain budding territorial African nationalism' 40/s by
allowing Africans to let off steam in a controlled manner. The Cnief Native
Commissioner put it like this:

35/ Ibid, p.110. -

40/ Ibid, p.m.
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" It was hoped that (Local Native) councils would

provide an avenue of expression for the educated natives,

a safety valve to chack disloyal organizations" 41/.

Far from preparing Africans for self-government colonial policy in Kenya

was to perpetuate white supermacy and protect white interests. In "fact any
policy to develop local self-government wouId have been determinental to.these

interests and would have hastened political independence for the African majority

In keeping with the policy to subjugate Africans all the official ordinances

and laws which were said to be reforms made sure that provincial and district

commissioners never lost control of the situation and they were therefore given

the authority to overrule decisions by the councils and their word was final.

The councils., as Oginga Odinga tells us9 were actually used to rubber-stamp

official policy, not to soeak their minds. Odinga says in his book, Not yet

Uhuru:

already decided and finalized by government

were brought to the councils.for confirmation and

acceptance.. Council members were powerless to change

anything or to make suggestions contrary to the decisions

already made - - - - Measures which were unpopular were

imposed through the councils,, punishments fnr infringement

of unpopular measures meteri out through us, and the

government told the people: You elected your representatives

to the district councils, this is their decision" 42/.

So.powerless were the African councils, but that was not the case with

European institutions in Kenya. In the first places the best agricultural lands

(the Kenya Highlands) were set apart for European settlers 43/. In 1915

advisory committees were established in European Districts in order to cooperate

with the district commissioners in the administration of the Registration of Persons

Ordinance. Also District Committees were established in all European Districts

and their role was purely advisory but the government consulted them on measures

and policies affecting their districts. In 19?0 these committees were given

certain functions such as the maintenance of access, roads. In 1926 a commission

was appointed to make recommendations respecting the development of local

government and the commission recommended this should be along racial lines.According

tc the recommendations of the Cn*imissionsDi strict Councils were established in
19 3 in the F.urrrean districts. But unlike the African District Councils European

District Councils were fully elected. Unlike the. African councils also the European

41/ Quoted by Oyuni in3 Ibid.

&Zj Oginga Odinga, Hot Yet Uhuru, London, Heiremann, 1967, p.2

■13/ For the full story of the colonization of Kenya and European settlers

sec Elspeth Huxleys, White Man's Country: Lord Delamere and the Making .

of Kenya (1370-1931), Chatto and Hindus Ltd. London, 1980.
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Councils elected their own chairman, raised their own revenue, and engaged

in development. Their councils were really utonomous. In 1952 the system

was changed to be based on the English model. A two tier system was

created - county councils with a number of district councils, the
counties being the sole rating authorities. The counties had no political

authority over districts and the latter were allowed to continue to operate

as before. Such was the situation in the 'Settler Areas' until independence.

After independence in 1963 drastic changes were inevitable. The two

main parties KANU and KADU were diametrically opposed to each other on the

question of decentralization with KANU strongly favouring a unitary framework

and KADU actively advocating full decentralization of powers to the regions.

As said at the outset of this section the independence constitution provided

for a highly decentralized system with each region having its own regional

assembly and each regional assembly charged with functions classified into the

following three categories: 44/.

" (1) Matters that were within the exclusive legislative competence
of regional assemblies. The list here included some twenty

seven items, the most important being: some aspects of agriculture

primary and secondary education (including,in the latter case,

certain, secondary schools designated as 'national')> housing,
licensing of traders, certain hospitals and health services,

community development.

(2) Matters that were within the concurrent legislative competence
of Parliament and the Regional Assemblies. There were twenty

items here the most important ones being: certain aspects of

agriculture (e.g. manufacture and distribution of inputs,

quality control, marketing and conservation of perishables),

registration and management of cooperatives, economic development,

fishing services, land settlement, medical research and training,

public examinations, public health, teacher training,

(3) Matters to which the executive authority of the regions extended
but which were not within their legislative competence. There

were eleven elements here9 the important ones being:

town and country planning, probation services, registration of

births, deaths and marriages, liquor licensing, rent control".

The executive powers of a regional assembly were to be exercised by the

Finance and Establishment Committee working directly or through public officers

1n the region. The Provincial Commissioner became the region's Civil Secretary
and was responsible to the Regional Assembly. However, the constitution

maintained the supermacy of the national Parliament in Nairobi and it was

stated: 45/.

44/ See Oyugi, op.cit. p.118

45/ Ibid, p.119.
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"The executive authority of a region shall be so .
exercised as:

(a) not;to impede or prejudice the exercise of the
executive authority of the Government of Kenya

(b) to ensure compliance with any provision made by or
under an Act of Parliament applying to that region".

It was further stated 46/.

"If any law made by a regional assembly is inconsistent with
any law validly made by Parliament;, the law made by

Parliament shall prevail and the law made by the regional

assembly shall, to the extent of the inconsistency, be void".

These provisions were probably included in the constitution in order to

alley the fears of KANU about any dangers to national unity. So, while a

measure of decentralization was ensured so as to assure minorities by allowing

them to have some control over their own affairs regional institutions were

securely fastened to the Centre. This however was not enough for KANU which

began immediately after independence to take a series of measures which vitiated
and undermined the authority of regional assemblies. In July 1963, for

example, the new Home Secretary, Mr. Oginga Odingaa instructed the Civil

Secretaries in the regions to keep liaison with the Ministry so as to enable

central government to discharge its responsibilities effectively. Immediately
after independence another circular was sent out in December 1963 to the

regions directing all civil servants 'down to the level of District Assistants
to be held against the Ministry's establishment and to consider themselves only

on secondments to the regions 47/. By mid 1964 regionalization in Kenya was
moribund.

The independence constitution itself was not truly committed to local

government. Oyugi says: 'whereas in chapter XIII of the constitution local

government appeared as a sub-system within and responsible to the regional

assemblies nowhere was it referred to in the three schedules where the powers

and functions of the Regional Assemblies where outlined" 48/. In local

government the first priority was to remove racial barriers and introduce a

nationwide system which would work in an independent Kenya. This was done by

the joint transitional government of KADU and KANU in 1962 about a year prior

to independence. European local government institutions and African district

WKenya Independence Constitution, Chapter IV, Section 66(4)

47/ Mr. Oyugi tells the story of how the so called 'Majimbo' Constitution
was made to collapse; see Oyugi, op.cit., pp.119-120.

48/ Ibid, p.120.
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councils were quickly abolished and three-tier system was introduced. On
top were muncipal and county councils based on newly created administrative
districts; at the intermediate level Urban and Area Councils 49/, and at the

lowest level was local councils;constitutionally all these institutions

were supposed to be the creatures of the regional assemblies which also defined
their respective- authorities, allocated to them sources of revenue and assigned

specific functions to them.

Since independence,, the local government system in Kenya h?s not changed

substantially. The 1363 Local Government Regulation which established the

three-tier system was amended and reissued as the Local Government Act, chapter
■So of the Laws of Kenya. The structure was simplified in 1968 by eliminating

the third-tier and as ■?. result a two-tier system is now in effect. The two-tiers;
are: municipal councils and county councils, the wea of the latter being

coterminous with the adnsinistrative district. The county councils serve the

rural areas as well as small towns which have not been upgraded to the status

of municipality.

The Minister of Local Government has the authority under the Act to

establish a municipal council which when established, or if previously in

existence, elects by secret ballot a mayor once ewery other year - that is
for a term of two years -■ and a deputy mayor every year. The Minister has

also the power to establish County and Town Councils. The- chairman of either
of these councils is nromally elected by the councillors from among themselves

at the first meeting of the council for a term of one year. The election is by

secret ballot as is the case in the municipal councils. A vice chairman is

also elected by the samo method and for the same term of one year. The
councillors themselves are elected by popular vote: and when a vacancy occurs

in the office or an electee' councillor the vacancy is by law filled by another
election. A council is required to meet about four times a year at least and

the mandatory annual meeting is required by law to be held between 30th June and

15 August 50/. The other meetinns 'shall be held on such days and at such
hours as the local authority may from time to time appoint 51/. The minister
may appoint a public officer under Section £45 of the Act to attend the
meetings of any council .and to take part in the proceedings, put not to vote.

The purpose ^f appointing the cublic officer may even be to conduct investigations
or inquiry and in this case the officer so appointed will have the authority

to summon any person and if the person sommoned to oive evidence refuses to

anpe^r before the public officer'or distorts or refuses to give evidence he
or she will have committed an offence punishable by a fine of not more than a

thousand shillings or an imprisonment for no more than one month or both 52/.
Therefore, the public officer so appointed is indeed powerful.

W/ Area Councils were made up of several administrative locations.

50/ The Local Government Act (chapter ?65) Part V, Section 74(")

51/ Section 74(3)

52/ Section 245(3)
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Parts IX, X, XI9 XII znd XIII of the- Act ascribe certain functions to the

councils together with the powers that usually qo along with such functions.

These functions are wide ranging. There is a whole array of functions which

local government councils of whatever type have to perform. Those include:

(1) establishing and maintaining schools and educational institutions.,
including boarding Mocks and school hostels;

(Z) providing public transport, the 'juses and vehicles services and

they may even in this respect9 go to the extent of prohibiting

private persons from providing the same type of services"within

the same area;.

(3) establish and maintain cattle cleansing facilities-.

(I) control the drying3 and storage of hides and skins and to establish
and control premises for these purposes;

(5) take measures which may be necessary or desirable to control forest

or bush fires;

(6) regulate brick-wakinct and yards for brick-makings

(7) inspect, establish and/or maintain centres for the storage of product

(8) engage in livestock and agricultural undertakings and to take
measures necessary or desirable for preventing the outbreak and

spread of any disease as defined in the Animal Diseases Act;

(9) establish and maintain gameparks; including accommodation for
their visitors;,

(10) establish and maintain forests;

(II) establish, maintain ?.nd controls-rehabilitation centres for the care,
maintenance".and rehabilitation of beggars;

(12) provide sanitary services and public lavatories;

(13) run ambulances;

(14) provide cold storage for meat and establish, run and control

slaughter houses;

(15) establish and maintain deposits for inspection, treatment,

distribution and purchase of milk and milk products and may

distribute, buy and sell milk or milk products; .
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(16) take the necessary measures for the destruction of rats and
vermin;

(17) name, lights repair etc. streets;

(18) establish and maintain one or more firebrigades and to take all
necessary steps for the prevention and extinguishing of fire and

even to compensate those whose property was demolished or damaged
in the course of preventing or extinguishing fires;

(19) registration of births etc.

(20) to layout and adorn any square or open space belonging to it by any
architectural scheme or ornamentation including the erection of
statutes9 fountains and other structures;

(21) erect and maintain public places etc.

(22) to plant9 trim or remove trees, flowers and shrubs in or any public
place and to regulate the planting and preserving of trees, flowers
and shrubs;

(23) establish cemetries at appointed sites, to conduct funerals; to
establish and maintain mortuaries and crematoria within or without
its area; to prohibit the disposal of human bodies within its
area otherwise than by internment or crematoria in or at any such
cemetary or crematorium established or approved by it; and to

control undertakers and regulate the convenyance and disposal of
dead bodies;

(24) establish and maintain places for the washing of clothes;

(25) establish and maintain boarding and lodging houses and control their
keepers;

(26) establish, maintain and let tea rooms, cafe's restaurants, houses,
snackbars, shops, stalls and stands;

(27) construct footways along the sides of roads and streets.

This list is by no means exhaustive because there are hosts of other functions
which the councils can perform, but for the economy of space the whole list cannot
be provided. Municipal, town and urban councils for example have functions
relating to housing and related matters as well as sewerage and drainage etc.
Most of the above functions, however, can be performed by"councils only after
receiving approval from the minister.
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To carry out these functions the councils have been given certain powers
to raise their own revenue and to take loans as well. However, the functions
were so many and the resource base of the council was not strong. Also

collection was poor in the face of increasing expenditure as a result of public
demands for more and more services. For example9 as more primary schools
increased the expenditure on education rose inevitably but sharply. Health
centres were also increasing in number and the costs of health services shot

up. While the volume of services markedly increased there was no corresponding
increase in the resources available to the local authorities. Commonsense
requires that in such a situation the local authorities should have made a
big drive to improve their collection of revenue either by improving their
methods of collection or by motivating staff responsible for the collection
of revenue or both. This sort of drive is also matched by reducing unecessary
expenditure and by making sure through proper methods of audit that resources
are not diverted to personal purposes. However, this did not seem to be the
case in the local government councils of Kenya and Oyugi tells the story of
decline.According to him county councils had a substantial deficit of one
Kt 1 million only one year after independence; that amount represented
12.6 per cent of the total revenue 53/. Undoubtdly this huge deficit pointed
to the dangerous financial situation in which local authorities were and
remedial measures had to be taken. In conseuqence of this the Graduated
Personal Tax (GPT) was introduced and this was coupled with grants from the
central government. Still, these measures were not enough to cover the deficit.
The councils were unable also to qualify for loans from non-government sources
because their being insolvent classified them as 'not credit worthy1 and
the Ministry of Local Government, not foreseeing any financial improvements in
the councils in the immediate future was quite unwilling to guarantee loans to
the councils.

The situation posed difficult problems and was even deteriorating;
councils were stagnant and services were in a bad shape and yet costly. In

some councils, for example the salaries of primary school teachers accounted
for 66 per cent of the total expenditure. By the end of 1969, Oyugi
recounts, 'three major services - education, health and roads - together
accounted for 80 per cent of the total expenditure1 54/. The result of all

this was disasterous: government took away the functions assigned to the
councils one by one. In January, 1970 the government took over from the

county councils the three major functions, namely: education, health and roads.

53/ Oyugi, op.cit, p.133.

54/ Ibid, p.134.
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But these turned out to be major sources of revenue and the councils suffered
as a result. The Graduated Personal Tax, school fees and government grants
which amounted to 80 per cent of the councils' revenue were withdrawn when
government took back the major functions. After this, expenditure was
reduced, but there was not much money left for services either. Strangely
enough however, administrative costs remained high and accounted for 70 per cent
of the expenditure and the councils were helpless when it came to rendering

services.

Municipal councils have been similarly deteriorating. Ouygi says that
the financial health of these councils was sound at independence. It appears
then that the downward trend began and continued after independence and by
1967 the situation was clear. By 1968 the total deficit was Kb 2 million.
From then on, muncipal councils depended heavily on the central government
for subvention. For example, out Of planned expenditure of KL 36.7 million
for the plan period 1969/1974 onlyra mere 17 per cent (Kk 6.2 minion)
was expected from the councils and for the next period (1974/78) they were
expected to provide 10 per cent (Kt 10 million) of the estimated development
expenditure of Kt 65 million 55/. From then, the situation never improved and
the councils to this date are not financially independent and are not strong
enough to realize their own programme activities with their own resources,

including personnel,both managerial and technical.

In circumstances like these it is hard to expect local government councils
to be in a position to recruit staff at the managerial level. According to
the Local Government Act, however, a county council was empowered to 'appoint
as full time, part-time or consulting officers, fit and proper persons to be,
respectively, clerk, treasurer and engineer or works superintendent, and shall
pay to such officers such salaries, emuluments and allowances as it may, subject
to the approval of the minister*, determine1. The same applied to muncipal
councils 56/. In practice also the councils do recruit their own staff even
these at the senior level but not without the express approval of the
minister of Local Government and in the case of health officers, the minister
of health as well. This has a desasterous effect on the loyalty of personnel
because they don't know whether they should be mere loyal to their employers
(the councils) or to the controllers of their employers (the central government),
Ouyugi says that the power by central government to approve to recruitment or
dismissal 'has been abused by the ministry quite often1 57/. Another factor
which weakened the management of local government and gave the ministry a chance
to interfere is that chairmen or mayors were often at loggerheads with senior
officers, because of accidents of personality, or because the chairman's or
mayor's accusation or suspiscion that the officer was still loyal to his
predecessor (a political rival) and was therefore undermining his work, or

55/ Ibid, p.135

56/ Local Government Act, op.cit. Sections 107 and 112.

57/ Oyugi, op.cit, p. 128.
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because the officer might have been resisting the excesses of his political
superiors which the latter resented or even because of tribal differences
S^+^^r6 ?lso at *!mes en9aged in differences - quite naturally -'
which they^did not reconcile by trying to compromise. The effectiveness of
local institutions was lost in the struggle among personalities

,-n . IhK^Jrmen} tn?u3ht that effective remedies to the situation lay
in establishing a Local Government Services Commission. The Act itself

to°bl ^tlMichLh a Conmiissj?n 58/- The Pulses for which such a commission was
to be established were: making a salary structure for grades within the local
government service; making recommendations on the general conditions of
service; appointing, disciplining and removing members of the local government
services; advising councils on staff training, selection of candidates for
training, coordination of training schemes; and finally, the setting up of
promotional and entrance examinations. But politicians, local authorities and
others were admantly opposed to the idea since 1967. The Association of Local
Government Authorities in Kenya ALGAK) effectively blocked the pa sage of

tteUtiSi ?22pS °5 W°Ui hrVe ?st?blished the Commission. ALGAK argued that
?'" ?f Th a Commission would t th b

tteUtiSi ?22pS 5 i r ?? mssion. ALGAK argued that
™h ?'" ?f Th a Commission would contravene the basic philosophy
and principles of local government and would thereby destroy qrass-roots
thp°?In%iat-ltheu-!hei1me ^e Loc?1 Government Workers' Union also opposed
tS t!\ll ' With t^employers1 and employees' associations strongly

y destroy qrassroots
Loc?1 Government Workers' Union also opposed

a ^pyers1 and employees' associations strongly
P^?LlM ldea and !"*£ f!!rther °PP°sition coming from Members of
Parliament the government abandoned the idea - for a while at least
However,tempers cooled and attitudes softened as the government relentlessiv

Service ?«SSer'- ThS b!" w« f1nally P*"* and a\ocaTGovernment 6SSly
service Commiss^n is now in existence and operating. Actually, there was
even a move at o^e point to have the two service commissions 1 e? Thl Civil
d?dVnot material?^ L°Cal G°Vernfnent ServicG Commission) emerged but this, ;d?dnot material?^

With regional assemblies unable to survive independence and local
government becoming paralyzed by a number of weaknesses and central inferference
Jhi^i.Said ^ devolution has not been successful in Kenya Because of
these failures, the government was left with only one option as a means of

contain ftf oiT^V dQ^c^^on. The government issued a bSoket which
™™? til LI V? °t rUr3l dev?l0P^ent' Since almost the whole country is
2«?1 this/ural development is in effect tantamount to the development of the
whole country. At the outset the booklet proclaims: "The responsibility
for planning and implementing rural development is being shifted from the

b»/ see Section Part VII A of the Act.
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headquarters of ministries to the districts. This strategy, known as 'District

Focus for Rural Development,1 is based on the principle of a complementary

relationship between the ministries with their sectoral approach to develop

ment and the districts with their integrated approach to addressing local

needs" 59/. Surprisingly, local government does not feature prominently in this

booklet and in fact it has been almost completely eclipsed by deconcentrated

central departments. The reader gets the impression9 almost, that there is np

local government in Kenya. No other elective bodies have also been given a

clear role in the whole scheme.

The approach adopted by the government now is without doubt one which

focuses its development efforts on the districts and the new policy is that

each district should be responsible for its own development, not through its

own local government council but throuqh a District Development Committee

(D.D.C.) in which central government officials predominate. The D.DVC. is

responsible for planning9 coordinating and implementing rural development projects.

The composition of the District Development Committee shows where government

has put its trust. It is as follows:60/

1. District Commissioner (Chairman)

2. District Development Officer (Secretary)

3. Departmental Heads of all ministries represented in the

District

4. Members of Parliament representing the district

5. District KNAU Chairman

6. Chairman of Local Authorities

7. Clerks of local authorities

8. Chairmen of Divisional Development Committees

9. Representatives of development related parastatals

10. Representatives of non governmental development oriented

organizationsand self-help groups invited on an ad-hoc

basis.

That local authorities are inadequately represented is noteworthy and
it shows, perhaps, that the councillors are either not trusted or that they are not

of sufficient calibre to allow them to sit on the committee nnt only to

express their own views but also the views of those who elected them and whom

they therefore represent. Power in the district is clearly concentrated on

59/Office of The President, District Focus for Rural Development,

Government Printer, Nairobi, June, 1984 (Revised)s o.l.

60/ Ibid, p.,2.
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one man, the District Commissioner. He is not only the chairman but he is

also the "Chief Executive Officer for rural development activities in the

district11. His powers are enhanced further by making it, in very explicit

terms, "his responsibility to ensure that the various officers in-charqe of

the planning, coordination and implementation of projects execute their

obligations in an effective and efficient manner" 61/.

Usually, the generalist field administrator is well-known for his
coordinative functions - the harmonization of government projects within the

framework of a general development programme for the whole district - but
this role is normally implicit in his capacity as the representative of the

government. It is also true, however, that since the advent of specialists
there has been a conflict between them and the generalist because of the

tendency of the specialists to resist interference from him on grounds that
he knows nothing about their respective fields of specialization. This is
what public administration specialists refer to as "the conflict between area

and function". The conflict, however, can be so crippling of development

activities in the district and it is good therefore that Kenya Government has
come out very clearly on the side of the generalist. Although it is outside

the scope of this paper to dwell on the role of the generalist - except in
so far as it relates to local government - 1t is worth noting here that the

lack of a coordinative function for him would have been inconsistent with his

role as the sole officer who represents and has the authority to speak for

the government as a whole in the district. There are three obvious pre
conditions for the disappearance of the generalist: strong and truly autonomous

local government institutions which can do without close supervision by the
central government; a sophisticated system of deconcentration which can manage

to work smoothly and harmoniously without the generalise and an effective
communications and transport network which bringsdeconcentrated departments

within closer control by the centre.

Like the great majority of African countries Kenya seems to have more

confidence in deconcentrated authority than in local government. It is
this concentrated authority which is now charqed with the responsibility
to develop the country and it is of course right that the focus of development
should be on the district and that coordination of development should be at

that level rather than at the provincial level or at the national level. In
addition to projects sponsored by ministries, there are projects which are
supported by Harambee efforts9 local authorities and foreign donors. And there
are others which are sponsored by non-governmental organizations including

61/ Ibid.
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local self-help organizations. The District Commissioner is required under

the new policy to encourage and promote the development of non-qovernment

organizations by incorporating the proposals of the existing ones into the

District Plan and by providing moral and technical support whenever this is

possible-.

Each District Development Committee is required to review the list of

nroposed projects in order to prepare 'an integrated annual work programme1

so that the implementation of orojects would be coordinated;, specially those
which are interdepartmental, In the past District Development Plans amounted

to shopping lists which comprised all project proposals submitted. Now,

however, beninninn with the 1984-33 District Development Plans greater care is

being exercised and project proposals are screened thoroughly before they

finally appear in the annual k'nrk Programme. Tn so far as local government is

concerned it is very clear from the document and its institutions have been

subordinated in no uncertain terms to the central departments9 although a

palliative is used in the document by stating that "Local authorities (e.g.
county councils and Town councils) have a special relationship with the

D.D.Cs". 6£/. Such a 'special relationship1, however, does not figure

prominently in the government5s apircach tn district development. In fact,

local authorities are required like the others to 'vet' their development

projects-through the District Development Committee. Even then they cannot finance
their own nro.iects* the financing must coma from the ministry of Local

Government which will not provide the fundss in any case, unless it is satisfied

that the projects have been screened thoroughly by the District Development

Committee. To make matters easy for control and coordination local authorities

are required to make their financial year coincide with that of the central

government.

As regards finance the ministries are supposed to provide for their

projects district by district in their annual budgets and each District

Development Committee anticipates resources accordingly. At the time "of budget

preparation each ministry which has a programme of rural development will

give an indication as to hov.1 much money it is prepared to allocate to each

district and will also issue guidelines of the general types of projects it

will fund; the guidelines are supposed to be a balance between national and

district priorities. Subsequently each district prepares a list of proposed

projects which can be accommodated within the funding ceiling and guidelines.

These projects are finally reflected in ministerial budgets.

The whole process of budgeting starts with the Division which is part of the district

the latter beinq territorially divided, as it is, into several parts each part

beinq called a 'division*. The Division is headed bv a District officer

TFuT
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who is directly responsible to the District Commissioner. Ideas arc supposed
to.originate from the villane: 'location' or 'sub-location' and forwarded to
the Divisional Development Committee which meets from time to time to discuss
the problems and opportunities of its areas and to attempt to find solutions.
Out of these meetings project proposals emerae and these are forwarded to the
District Development Committee which filters ideas cominq from the divisions
and then makes concrete project proposals in their proper format. The
divisions receive or are supposed to receive assistance from the District
officer9 the District Development Officer and Community Development Assistant
in formalizing their proposals and ranking them in accordance with their own

priorities. The stages of the project -■ Budgeting Cycle are: identification
of projects; screenings prioritization and preliminary costing of oropcsals;
preparation of forward budgets- design and final costing of projects-
finalization of the budcjet> and implementation.

Resources for rural development are expected to cone from six sources:

Ministry funds for 'district ■ specific1 projects; multidistrict ministry
programmes; local authority resources; local self-help special programmes

(e.g. the Arid and Semi-Arid Land Programme); and other 'potential resources.1
The Management of all resources, whatever their sources is centralized as
the sources or funds are incorporated into the national budget. The whole
system of project and budgeting cycle in the district focus'is identical to the
system operating in the socialist countries. This latter is a 'decentralized'
system of administration integrating features of both devolution and

deconcentration. It is a system according to which ideas for development
projects are supposed to originate from the lowest level which is the village,
and'are 'filtered' upwards on their wsy to the apex of government where they
receive their national approval and finally they are handed down to all the
levels below down to the village; projects ideas are then realized at the

appropriate levels with the resources having been provided in the national budnet,
This system which is one of the distinguishing features of administration in
the socialist-countries is referred to as 'democratic centralism1.

The province is expected to give support to the districts and therefore
it plays a supportive role in the district focus for rural development. The
provincial staff are therefore organized in such a way as to be able to give
technical backstopoing to the districts. This is expected to nive the districts
a much greater pool of skills that is not available at the district level.
Furthermore, some of the scarce machinery and equipments are kent at orovincial
headquarters and their scheduling is made at the provincial level. In the
province itself there is a Provincial Development* Committee- which plays the
role, in District Focus of Rural Development, of a Provincial Monitoring and
Evaluation Committee. This committee has special responsibilities with regard
tc coordination of interdistrict development and is composed as follows:
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1. Provincial Commissioner (Chairman)

2. Provincial Planning Officer (Secretary) ,■>■'■■

;.... 3. Provincial Heads of all ministries in the province

Provincial administration in Kenya is very strong and the Provincial

Commissioner wields a lot of authority. The new document ('District Focus
for Rural Development1) gives a different impression by downplaying his role;
in fact it hardly mentions a role which is specifically ascribed to him and

Rondinelli observes that 'Province and district development committees

continue to play relatively weak roles' and that "The Central ministries retain

control over sectoral plans and budgets and recommendations from the districts

rarely influence national policy" 63/. It is true that in actual practice the

system was centralized and that the ministries exercised control but even then such

control was and is exercised through senior provincial staff particularly the
provincial commissioner who in turn relies on his district commissioners.

District Focus for Rural Development is now looked with an appreciable degree of
seriousness and the document which enuniciates government policy on this

approach has been revised and reissued only last year. That the new mood is
serious is conveyed by the requirement that the central ministries make their

budgets in such manner as to show their allocation to the districts and to make

actual transfers of these funds to the districts so that the latter can go ahead
and execute the projects. It remains to be seen, however, whether ministries will
go ahead and do just that.

IV. THE FUTURE OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN AFRICA

To attempt or venture a short study about the local government in Africa -

a vast continent of varied cultures, languages and colonial heritage - is

bald particularly since the current centralist trends pointe to a gloomy

future for local governemtn. This study, albeit brief, has focused on the

role which local government CAN play in development, if given a chance. To
secure a better future for local government it is necessary for African governments

to be convinced that its contributions to economic, social and political
advance can be very substantial depending, of course, on its level of

operation and degree of efficiency. This is necessary because only then
will they make the effort to make sure that local institutions are autonomous bodies

with strong resource base and proper staff, and that councillors are well

aware of their role, the awareness being increased through an effective

programme of training. This last point is important in order to narrow the

communications gap between officers and councillors. At present, the conflict

between officers and councillors is universal in Africa: it has been seen

637 Dennis A. Rondinelli9 'Decentralization of Development Administration

in East Africa' in Cheema and Rondinelli (eds.) Decentralization and
Development: Policy Implementation in Developing~Countries, Sage Publications,

Beverly Hills, London9 New Delhi, 1983, p.83.
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in Nigeria that in extreme cases chief executive officers even refused
to allow their chairmen to use the official car or to give them respectable

offices. Similar quarrels have also been observed in Kenya and many

other places. We shall take up the point regarding councillor education

and training when we are considering measures to improve local government
institutions in Africa.

Assessment of the current position

In the previous section decentralization experiments in the Sudan and
Kenya were reviewed and historical developments described. To see the

direction of trends we shall also take examples whenever possible from other

countries like Nigeria, Tanzania, Botswana and Somalia which are not
themselves the focus of this study. It is also necessary to know why
things have gone the way they have. On the whole, it would be found that

the trends show a move away from decentralization to centralization except

perhaps in the case of Nigeria which at one time or another demonstrated
some faith in local government, which is probably due to the country's ,

federal structure and strong chieftancy 'institutions. In tracing the causes
of the trends it would be necessary to take not only culture generally but

the evolution of political cultures in Africa which inevitably shape the
peculiar characteristics of public administrati on in Africa.

We have said previously that the political systems in Africa and

therefore the structure of political institutions are designed in such a
way that political and even administrative authority is concentrated rather

than fragmented. Empirical evidence shows that decentralization is more
genuinely practiced and therefore works best in political systems where a

nimiber of political parties compete for the management of resources and where

the political culture permits decentralist tendencies. In Africa^ it can
be said, there are two factors which make centralist tendencies quite

irresistable. The first is the need for a strong government to keep united

the various and conflicting ethnic groups. The second is the weakness of the

private sector which again calls for strong government which must intervene
in all spheres of development. In a situation where the private sector

is weak to the point of being almost nonexistant government becomes all- per
vasive and the theatre of development is left for it alone. The general public
then becomes dependent on it for any improvements in their lives.

A dependency syndrome characterizes the attitude of rural areas as a result

and in many cases it just seems inconceivable that they should take

responsibilities for uplifting their standards of living. But these centralist
tendancies only make rural apathy even more deeply entrenched.
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Another factor which needs to be mentioned and which goes along -
it is in. fact a result of it - with excessive centralization is the weakening
of the representative element in local government. This has been clearly
and amply demonstrated in the case of the Sudan and Kenya. But it is also
true of many other countries not only in Africa but in most developing
countries elsewhere in the Third World. Pickering says: "whether reform
was essentially only administrative and procedural as in Iran and Egypt
rr whether it entailed a formal structural devolution giving the regional
authority substantial control of technical departments and resources in the
field as in the Sudan, the democratic element was usually lacking and the
measures fell far short of true devolution11 64/. Even in Nigeria where the
councillors were freely elected until 1979 and the chairman was also elected
from amongst the councillors the representative element was.weak vis-a-vis
the chief"officers of the council who were appointed on secondment by the
central government. In 197? all elected councils in Nigeria were dissolved
and replaced by 'management committees' appointed by the state governors 55/.
Ho elections have since been held and so local affairs are still managed
by local committees, The same can be said about Botswana and Somalia. In
Botswana, however, the government tried to improve the quality of local
councils by nominating persons of higher calibre to serve as councillors,
but this does nothing to help in order to convince the people that they
control their affairs through their own representatives. On the contrary,
it even convinces then that the government can nut anybody it wants on the
councils to manage their affairs. This hardens the existing opinion that

local government* is really ?, show by the central government alone.

We have.noticed also in the case of Kenya and the Sudan that the
resources available to local councils are inelastic. It is difficult in the
first place to expect much from poor and uneducated people in the rural areas.
But services are expensive and administrative costs (payment.of staff etc.)
are staggeringly high and they range from It oc-r cent upwards of the total
expenditure. Councils which manage tc break even are rare and those with

surplus even fewer. In all cases - even in the developed countries such
as Britain - subventions from the central governments.are accompanied by
interference and tighter controls. Although, Khaleefa argues, with respect to
the 1971 Peonies Local Government Act in tho Sudan that there was a certain

success in the field of local government finar.ee in which British concepts
of central/local financial relations were rejected, "and the Act denied
'that the appropriation ?f central revenues to local councils, popularly
known as qrants"-in-aid, carried with it a necessary and unavoidable degree of

A.K. Pickering, op.cit., p.68,

65/ Alex Gbcyega, 'Local Government Reform in Nigeria1, in wtawhood
tec!.)op.cit. ^ p.V.TS.
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central control1 56/ it remains a fact that there was tighter control over
financial management by the central government as observed by Morris. The

latter says. "Yet, despite assertions to the contrary.- the same decentralizing
effect was not achieved in terms of finance, personnel or in management as a

whole, ... '67/. In fact, in the" Sudan, Kenya9 Somalia3 Botswana and Nigeria
the sizes of subventions are very bin and no smaller than 50 per cent. In
Nigeria Local Councils rely"so much on central subventions which are considerably

big that they have even neglected to collect their own normal revenue 68/.
In Somali*, the budget of local government councils is incorporated into
the central government budget and the councils cannot make major expenditures
without the prior approval of the Ministry of Interior. In Botswana a similar

situation exists. Reilly notes: 'The management system for local authority
finance in Botswana, like elsewhere, tends to be overcentralized, unnecessarily
complex and geared more towards bureaucratic controls for their own sake rather
than the objective of helping councils to become more efficient1 69/.

Staffing is another difficult problem which has crippled local government

councils in Africa, It is extremely difficult for local councils to find
the right calibre of staff within their own local area. Educated people are

concentrated in urban centres in Africa, not only because they find respectable
employment there but also because of the amenities they can find in large urban
areas, and not in small towns or villages. In Kenya alone among the countries
observed have there been instances in which councils nominated and discharged3
according to their own wishes, council clerks, but even then there has been

such an uproar that the central government through the Minister of Local
Government has taken the matter in his own hands an-i approval is now difficult
for a council to get it from him unless he is. satisfied that it is in
accordance with normal practice. The council can still express its preference

in.the form-of recommendations, but in the end it is the minister's wish
that prevails. This, sort of centralization in staff matters arose actually
because councillors themselves were not just. Tribalism, nepotism, and
corruption were rampant and these distorted nearly everything - staff9
financial management, votinp' etc. In both the Sudan and Kenya councillors and

officials were trivsllinn long distances to provincial headquarters or even

to the national capital - at times - to complain about each other even in
matters where tno central government gave a free hand to the councils.

W/ Khaleefa, op.cit.; p.^6 .

57/ NorriSj 'Sudan, Administrative versus Political Priorities',

op.cit. p.65

63/ Alex Gbcyecja, op.cit.p. ::38

69/ Wyn Keilly, Decentralization in Botswana - Myth or Reality1

in Mawhood (ed.)s oo.cit.p.163.
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This encouraged central intervention. Furthermore, local politics have
[lightened personal and tribal jealousies and the field generalist -
either the district or the provincial commissioner-has had to intervene.
This gave the field generalist a hand in local politics which again gave
an excuse and an opportunity for the central government as was the case
in Somalia until 1969 to interfere in the affairs of local political
parties and to promote the interests of the ruling party while at the same
suppressing those of the opposing parties. In addition to all this,
local governments did not pay well and careers in them were a dead-ends;
for example, one can not- expect to go beyond the Chief Executive Officer
status which would not compare with the very senior positions in the
central government.

In the circumstances, local councils did not attract even reasonably
educated and experienced people to serve on their staff. In Botswana,
for example, only 1 per cent of university graduates were working in 1976
for the local authorities compared with 76 per cent who were in the centra]
government. Reilly says in connexion with this that 'in 1981 a comprehensive
investigation of all town and district councils and land board staff
(members of the Unified Local Government Service - UL3S) produced accurate
figures that confirmed earlier findings and predicted that the future
situation would be even worse' 70/. In Kenya too, local councils failed
to attract qualified personnel. Tn this regard Ouygi says, ' it is
precisely because of the situation described that a government appointed
commission recommended in the late 1960s9 and that a Local Government
Service Commission should be established * T\J . He also states
that the reasons to establish a Local Government Service Commission may be
seen las an attempt by the centre to further tighten up control over the
management of local authorities1 72/. Generally, the senior staff of local
councils are on secondment from the central government and the councils
themselves have no control, whatever, on than. For example, they have nothing
to do with their salary structure, their promotion, their discipline or
monitoring their performance. In fact, as far as performance is concerned
the Chief Executive Officer is accountable for all his actions to the district
commissioner and the ministry in charge of local government affairs. The
latter particularly controls his transfer, his promotion and his discipline.
Councillors can only complain to field agents of the central government such
as district commissioners or regional governors about the excesses of officers

seconded to their councils.

70/ Ibid, p.158.

71/ Ouygi, op.cit., 129

Til Ibid.
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On the contrary, it is true that executive officers have some control over
councillors since it is them3 not the councillors, who manage resources

and therefore provide services in areas where compliant councillors come
from. In fact the central government team on the spot (i.e. provincial
and district commissioners together with executive officers) can punish
and in extreme cases even suspend a councillor who is too tough with the
administration. These are the realities of local government management in

many African countries today.

Such practices have forced local communities into retreat. Far

from being encouraged to com$ forward and participate actively in the
management of their own affairs they are in actual fact compelled to
resign to their poverty; and so they wait in vain for the central government
to come and help them. As we said earlier on in this study9 decentralization

is an attractive concept and most African governments - certainly the Sudan,
Somalia, Ethiopia, Kenya, Botswana and Nigeria have espoused it and vowed
to implement it. To underscore the seriousness of their intention they
even went so far as to pass strong legislations which in the case of the
Sudan abolished at least seven ministries and decentralized their functions
to the regions. But actions are indeed louder than words and in all
cases government pronouncements and legislation have been vitiated by lack of
planning, a series of negative administrative actions and9 as we have seen
in the foregoing, by the inability of councils to measure up and to fulfil

expectations.

A major reason why local government is in such a sorry state in many
countries of the continent must have something to do with faults within
the central governments themselves which are not of course perfect.
The problems which afflict local government are also found in the central
government. In the management of public services central governments
themselves are quite guilty of certain malpractices including corruption,
nepotism, favouritism, tribalism etc. To expect the local government
councils to be paragons of virtue when the central government is itself leading
it to other avenues is simply naive. Ouygi hints to this when he
says about the establishment of the Local Government Service Commission
in Kenya: "Furthermore, the idea behind the proposal was to remove mal
practices (such as nepotism and tribalism) from consideration in making
appointments - as if that were never a problem at the centre". 73/. One
need scarcely say therefore that central government should leadTocal
government by example. One can hardly expect a bureaucracy which is
demoralized by political manipulations, undertrained and underpaid to become

73/ Ibid.
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overnight an effective agent of change simply because the Government decides
one day to use it to staff decentralized institutions, as was the case in

the Sudan. Norris makes the same point in his observation of the Sudanese

experiment. "Changes were imposed", he wrote, "using a public service that

was demoralized as a result of very rapid expansion and fifteen years of

political manupulation" 74/. Inefficencies in the national government is
reflected in local government as well and even financially many central
governments are themselves dependent on external assistance just in the same

way as local governments are dependent on central government subventions.

Financial mismanagement is prevalent in national government as it is in local

government* Why, then, should national governments expect local governments

to be efficient, financially sound, and morally upright (i.e. free from
corruption, nepotism and favourtism)? Part of the answer to this question
lies in the fact the central governments are not aware of their own faults,

or when they are aware they do not think that their faults are serious.

Some governments would even deny that they have any major faults.

The attitude of the general public in African countries as well as

governments' attitude to local government show that the latter is judged by

efficiency factors. Most local councils in the countries mentioned in this

study are inefficient; with the cippi^rcs problems we have mentioned

above they cannot be expected to be otherwise. With so many disabling
difficulties local government has generally been looked with disfavour. Some
people, even among the educated class, consider it an anathema to progress

and irrelevant to development. On these grounds, perhaps, it was abolished

in Tanzania in 1972 75/. Happily, however, Tanzania has now accepted the

relevance of local government and is or coming back to it; it has already

begun with urban councils. Kenya and Botswana irv;a ':^/i tryinj.in view of

the 'proven' sterility of the local councils, to effect development at the

periphery through district development committees' which in effect are a form of
deconcentration and a virtual abandonment of devolution. In Kenya, the new

policy of the government enunciated in the white paper 'District Focus for

Rural Development' rarely mentions local authorities.

In all these countries government disappointment with the performance

of local authorities is obvious. But this has certainly something to do with the
way these governments have approached the whole subject of the development

of local government institutions. There are two prerequisites to developing

effective local government. First, there must be at the centre a stable

government - stable not only in the sense of the same government being in

power for a long tenure or successive tenures in office, but in terms of being

74/11bid.

75/ Norris, Decentralization in the Sudan, op.cit.p.215.
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consistent throughout. If governments change, successive government must be
committed to the fundamentals of local government. They must build on rather than

destroy, on what is already at hand. Secondly, the central government must,
as we have said, itself show discipline and lead by example. If these two

are provided then everything else would be secondary. In all the countries
studied it was observed that decentralization was not preceded by meticulous
planning. Norris says even the legislation on decentralization in the Sudan
(specifically the 1981 Act) seems to have been hurriedly prepared 76/. The
main idea here is not that the legislation should be properly drafted
(although it is important to be clear on points like goals and objectives,
functions and allocation of powers and responsibilities), but to plan the
implementation phase itself in order to effect such implementation sta^e by

stage. For example, a start can be made with councils in promising areas.

Above all, government must be sincere about these experiments. Among the
things that can be planned is the provision of personnel for local authorities

with proper training and attitudes.

If current practices continue and if local government is dealt with the
same manner as they are now in many parts of Africa - indeed of the developing
world-there will be even bleaker prospects for local government and the
latter may only fade away and he remembered as a thing of the past. But
the consequences of this will be terrible for the general public in Africa

for their governments: The latter will continue to be excessively
centralized and overburdened with the task of development without meaningful*
and institutionalized popular participation; the former will remain poor,

apathetic and heavily dependent on central governments. These are indeed
terrible consequences to contemplate and governments in Africa will be well
advised to reverse their policies to centralize or overcentralize. Some
of these consequences are already with us as evidenced by the deep crisis in
which Africa finds itself today. If anything, the great lesson which current
tendencies to decentralize by deconcentration, after a quarter century of

independence, is that deconcentration has failed to secure mass aoblization,
to fight apathy in the rural areas and to educate the masses as to their
own role in development.

V. MEASURES TO STRENGTHEN LOCAL GOVERNMENT

The last twenty five years since independence have been a frustrating
experience for local government. If that 1s the case, and if policy makers
in Africa are or can be convinced that local government has a leading
role to play in developments then it would be essential to make policies
and introduce measures which would lay the foundations for strong local
government and breath life into its institutions. These institutions are

76/ Norris, Sudan: Administrative Versus Political Priorities,

op.cit.p.
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essentially political and their development goes along with the development
of other political institutions such as ,paraliament and political parties.
Local government has therefore to be integrated into the'political system
of th^ country and not to be considered as something separate from it.
The councils are miniature parliaments; parliament makes laws for the country;
the council makes bye-laws for the locality; parliament debates the issues
before a bill 1s passed into law and so do the councils; parliament levies
taxes and so do the councils;parliamentarians are politicians representing
parties and constituencies and so are the councillors; a group of parliamentarians
form the government and control administration; in the council a group of
councillors form a policy or a management committee and control administration.
The similarities are indeed striking. The difference is that parliament deals with
a . whole range of national and international issues and the council is
limited to its own local area. One major difference however, is that
parliament is sovereign and therefore suoreme, but the council is not. These
comparisons amply demonstrate that local government institutions should be
developed first and foremost as political institutions.

Political commitment to their development is an essential prerequesite
to any plan to revive local government institutions in Africa where they are
now for all intents and purposes almost completely eclipsed by the deconcentrated
departments. Such commitment once made should be honoured and considered
irrevocable. Lamentably, however , a strong commitment to local government is
apparently lacking. Experience shows, as we have seen, that eyen'when a
commitment is made to devolution and verbal pronouncements are supported by

legislation and even consitutional provisions the action to make the
commitment work is often lacking or distorted. If words {verbal and printed
alike) are matched by actions at least a good start can be made. Seriousness
of the commitment can be demonstrated by putting an end to undue interferences
in the councils' affairs and by giving the councillors a real chance to
exercise authority as they wish but within the purview of their responsibilities.

This brings us to the question of councillor education and development.
We hear a lot about training of personnel and staff development ana! motivation,
but almost nothing about the training of the councillors - the policy-makers -
and their development. This is a task which a ministry of local government

can undertake. Council Tors.can be and must be brought into continual contact
with people who are better Educated and experienced in local government
matters; lectures by and discussions with such people can be arranged;
councillors can be given a tour to more successful councils in order for them
to see how these councils work; even a programme of attachments or councillor
exchange can be worked out; similarly, selected councillors can be sent far
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study tours abroad to see how councils work in more advanced countries;
documentaries and audio-visuals can be shown to councillors in their own
homebase; and promising councillors can also be shown how parliament itself
works. One may raise an objection on grounds that councillors come and go and
that this constant change of councillors will cancel out any gains which
may be made in their training. First, the change is not so constant and

some councillors who are popular do come back elected9 term after term. :

These are actually the core on .whom a councillor development programme

has to concentrate because they are usually very active and more trainable

by virtue of their seniority in the council. Secondly, there is no real
loss because a trained councillor who loses his seat as a result of defeat

in elections will be an active citizen and willoperate in a «ore constructive

manner, hopefully, outside the council. If he is very good he can even be

coopted.

One of the anomalies of local government in Africa is the collateral

existence of local government councils and the traditional tribal chiefs.

In some countries they are even mutually exclusive instead of being
mutually reinforcing. Compared to the traditional chiefs local government

institutions are relatively new comers. The former pre-date even the
central government. That was probably what Khaleefa meant when he said:
'Sudanese local Institutions pre-date our central qovemment by some five
thousand years or more'. In Somalia too9 as in almost all other African
countries, local government was introduced into a pre-existing social

milieu in which clan chiefs served as the link between the people and the
colonial administration. In fact in British Somali land the term 'local
authorities' meant in the lexicon of the colonial administration the clan
chiefs, and was never applied to the local government councils. The question
of merging the two institutions - one representing the old and the
traditional and the other representing the new and modern - has been an
intriguing one9 but not new. Even in the fifties this was one of the main

concerns of colonial governments and it must today be of even greater
concern in post-independence Africa. Like local governments chieftaincies

are political institutions as they are social institutions. Chiefs can of
course be useful in facilitating communication and in mobilizing the masses
if they are themselves educated enough to play their role very well.
In West Africa, notably in Nigeria, some well-educated persons are chiefs
and these obviously aspire even to positions of national prominence. Most
of the chiefs in Africa*, however, are quite in the dark about developments
outside their own villages. Tbeir outlook is therefore parocheal and thefr
views insular. Bringing them 1n contact with development elsewhere in their
own countries will be an eye-opener for them. This can be considered
an essential requirement before they can be saddled with council work which
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is pro^abl" too modern for them and perhaps toe foreign. African countries
may also wish to omul ate the oxancU of Lesotho whore the Prime Minister takes
along a chief or two in his trips abroad so that such chiefs can see for
themselves local development olsphere and also how entrepreneurial their
foreign counterparts are. The great idea is that the chiefs themselves will
learn by demonstration offeet and will bring home some ideas of how their
own people can be motivated to participate in their own local development.
However'9 since the place nf chiefs in society varies from one country to
to another individual African governments my wish to study closely the manner
which suits their ov/n peculiar conditions and in which traditional chiefs
can be.more closely associated with local government.

Another area of improvement lies in internal management. The idea
of a council committee to oversee the management of affairs and to be
therefore known 'a management committee1 is a relatively novel one. Given
a real chance there is no reason why it should not work in Africa. It is
in fact a cabinet within the council and each member of it can be put in
charge of one single but major function, say health or education or even a
group of small services and such a member will h*ve a sanior member from
the, bureaucracy of the council who will work under his direction and keep
him abreast with all developments in their sector of operation. It is also
possible to have a policv connittee in lieu of the management committee.
Such a committee will concentrate on improving the policymaking aspect
of the council and v:il] koor bureaucratic managers accountable for their
actions. It will still bo concerned with manaqamant therefore but their main
concentration should bo on policy issues and on monitoring the execution
of the councils policies. Both tyoes of committee are themselves answerable
to the council and shculd report to it. The more establishment of these
committees will not gurantec success. There are two dangers to their
effectiveness: councillors nav shuse their authority over the staff; and the
senior staff of the council tnav deliberately try to thwart the efforts of
members of such committees to achieve things. Efficiency requires that the
two work together han^niously. Legislation or introducing stiff and
elaborate regulations in this area will not achieve the desired results.
Upholding the authority of the councillors is in the interest of the long term
development of local government, hut if this is toe frequent and unjustified
it ma" demoralize the staff. This is a 'JQry tricky situation in which
supervisory authority can easily discourage councillors or demoralize the
staff or do both. It points actually to the importance.of people at the
centre whose task it is to develop true and effective local institutions.

Like councillor training staff training is extremely important. Local
Government should have a separate staff, in so far as possible, whose
interest it is to advance local councils. Chief executive officers, treasures,
the medical officer of health, the council engineer and the many others
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who are in the clerical, secretarial p.rvj Icv.vsr t^ni^i cadrns should be
properly trained not only in the sense of giving thorn some skills and techniques
to do their work efficiently but also in the sor.se of fche-*r being involved
with the proper attitudes and outlook. The chiof officers, above all, should
be under no illusion that their superior education, technical knowhow their
official status and ths hi^h salaries and privileges ''.lint no along vrith such
a status will put thorn above councillors and the poor unities whom they
should serve, Not only ideally, but in practice aisc they should have a sense
of serving the community and they should consider themselves and act as the
servants - not the masters-of the people. Training Government policy and the
monitoring of the supervisory authority shoudl ensure that they do in fact
serve the"community and subordinate themselves to the councillors who are
representatives of the community. This having been said nreat care must
also be taken in preserving their rights and their pH Ve■■"•.?- In society which
they derive from their service to the community. St?ff training and development

must be considered in this case, in the context of an effective oersrnnei
management system. Initially, such a system may be ccrOrally managed
especially in so far as tho staff Id the i:\iper echelons of the councils'
bureaucracy are concerned in order :: i.^V; _-'; ■'\-:r:\ ~~jothly r unified policy
of developing strong 9 responsive and responsive staff for local councils.
f, measure'of"freedom in staff matters should be exorcised by local councils
even at the outset and more powers should devolved on them as they take more

functions.

Local councils are perennially short of f;nance and they have therefore
to compromise their autonomy by seeking the assistance of the central
government which attaches a l^t of strings to such asoictar.ee. Needless to

say that it is imperative cnat in the interest ov tnarr,..c.ininu their autonomy

and rendering efficient services to the comnunity tho Icc^l unciIs should
be less dependent on grants from tho central oevfirnm^nts. The contra!
government'itself cd.n Ao at least two things to help the council in
■financial'matters: it Ghrvila assign to then mre sources <-T revenue particularly
those which are highly clastic; ancj to use centra] grants in an intelligent

way so that it will not !>" too generous to the extent that the councils will
neglect, as they have dene in Nigeria, V collect t)\<.".r ov-n revenue, or too
tightly controlled to the oxtnnt of cripplinq the cotinc^s. Central grants
are like a knife with two eooos and it must cr\ that account he carefully
used. Local councils r.lso r(Ged training in the <?rd of financial management
and there is no reason why tho larger ones should net have their own v'inancial
experts. The ministry of local governments if there i^ one, or any other
institution in its placo; ^hom there is none, should hive financial experts of
its own to help local councils when the need arises. Furtheroore3 in view
of the paucity of financial resources accounting and auditing procedures in
local councils should be greatly improved in ordor >.i present wastage,

pilferage and sheer embezzlements.
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Free and fair elections are one of the distinguishing features of local
government - indeed of devolution. Nominated councillors are hardly

representative of the local community and in this respect it is hard to see
the difference between them and the officials of the council or even
central government officials. We have said previously that local councils
are political institutions, more or less like parliament. Political
institutions are meaningless Without politics and politics loses much of its
flavour and appeal if there are no elections. Furthermore, we have also
seen how the elements of democracy in local government enhances efficiency by
ensuring popular participation and by increasing public awareness. If the
people do not elect theirqouncfIs or if they are not satisfied that
councillors are of "their own choosing they will not consider the councils as
their own. To ensure true devolution it is necessary to have some form of
an effective method whereby local communities will choose the people who
will run their affairs. The election must also take place regularly. In
times people will learn how to practice democracy and how to choose the right
people. The other advantage of elections is that they allow issues of vital
importance to the community to be discussed in public and they thereby
sharpen the perceptions of the general public of matters of great concerrv to them,
Ompaiqners also serve to illuminate theentire field of policy options by
articulating various and sometimes opposite points of view. These advantages
are enormous. It is true, on the other hand that elections can be costly9

divisive and violent, if they are not properly handled. But the advantages
far outweigh the disadvantages. Improvements in this area give dividends over
a long period of time.

The final point which is the key to all the other improvements we have
talked about is central/local relations. Obviously there can be no genuine
devolution without the wish of the central government and as we have seen
the latter can espouse decentralization only in name and do liTservice to
it in practice. On the assumption of the central government being serious
improvements can be made in.all the major areas we mentioned above. But
government policies can fail even with the best of intentions if the central
organs,th,^selves are too weak to provide the leadership., finance, expertise*
and foresight. It is therefore imperative to prepare first and foremost
the central, organs charged with the function of developing local government.
For example, it is an exercise in futility to ask a ministry of local government
at the centre which itself is understaffed or staffed with people with the
wrong skills and wrong attitudes to advance the cause of a true devolution.
If central government wishes to lead local government to greener pastures
then the central government should itself be in a position to know where
these pastures are and the way to them. If it sets its foot on the wrong path
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then it will lead the local councils to the wrong destination. Having
reformed and strengthened the central institutions it would then be the
role of these institutions to introduce devolution peacemeal by establishing
first local councils in rich areas, staffing them properly and see how these
councils work over a period of time during which the councils will be
closely monitored. Remedial measures can be introduced as and when necessary/
When the councils mature and are re^dy for more resDpnsibilities more functions

can be devolved upon them. It is very difficulty really, to be perscriptive
on central and local relation because the management of affairs in this respect
depends much on the skills of social engineering, intellegence and honesty
of central officials because it is they who will assess the situation on the
spot and determine what form of action it will require 1n order to keep alive
the spirit of community involvement.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The contribution of decentralization particularly devolution to development
can be wery substantial: it eases administrative congestion by equitably
distributing responsibilities not only within the bureaucracy but also to the
various communities of the nation; it increases popular participation in
development work; it educates rural communities about their civic duties; it
gives a real chance to local leaders to practice politics and become familiar
with how government works and in this sense devolution has been looked upon eg
a good training ground for politicians; it facilitates tax collection; it
facilitates communication between people who are largely poor, rural and
illiterate and the central government; it ensures democracy to the grassroots;
and it gives a sense of belonging to the various sections of the population.
The argument in favour of decentralization is truly irrefutable and most
governments have actually embraced decentralization as a desirable strategy
for development.

Yet, current practices in the implementation of decentralized programmes
leave? much to be desired. Local Government has been either completely
scrabbed as in Tanzania or allowed to play second fiddle to deconcentrated
authority as in Kenya. Governments have also in some cases (like the Sudan)
been hasty in introducing large scale decentralization without advance
planning and without taking into view what is practicable in the light of
the scarcity of financial and staff resources. Far from making things easy
central governments have tightened control over local governments and have
thereby impeded rather than facilitated the work of local government. As a
result, local councillors have been discouraged and council officials have been
demoralized. Consequently, services stagnated and even deteriorated and
local councils have become associated with corruption, inefficiency and
other malpractices. Indeed the whole concept of local government has been
nibbed in the bud.
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To revive local government in Africa is clearly a monumental task. Reformers

meet a lot of difficulties fron politicians who are jealously guarding their

powers9 from'public servants who do not want to be posted to the rural areas,

and from others who have vested interest in overcentralizatton. But improvements

are Still necessary in councillor education and training* in restructuring the

councils, in staff training and developments in financial matters and in

central/Vocal relations. Above all, it is incumbent in novarnments to nersevere
and not to give up very easily. Experience, thus far, shows that ths general

public3 the government and even some, intellectuals can eas'flv be daunted by
initial difficulties. But the fact remains that local government institutions

have never been allowed to develop. The root cause of this may lie in the fact

that the African countries have not yet settled - even after twenty five years -

a lasting form or system of government or a national political system on

which local government can be based. The inevitable result of this is that

African local governments are either modelled on foreions mainly European, systems

or on systems which are basically foreign but modified to suit national

conditions which have not beon properly studied and understood.

International organizations which assist African governments have, like

bilateral donors,, also given un on l^cal government. Twn factors perhaps

account for this: Firstr, governments do not accord any priority to local government,

In fact the latter docs not even aopear in the list of oriorities which should

receive foreign assistance. Secondly, the performance record of local councils

has been quite unimpressive and therefore local government ceased to remain a

subject of interest to bilateral donors and to the international organizations.

Moreovers the aid donors themselves have their own priorities and obviously local

government is not one of them. If Governments themselves show sufficient

interest they could perhaps motivate aid donors to fin^ a place for local

government in th^ir list of priorities, Aid fron: various sources could be

used to finance external trainino for staff both in the parent ministry and in the

councils3 study tours abroad for councillors whn can benefit from then,

purchase of training material to be used locally, and foreign expert personnel

to be attached to the ministrv responsible for local government. The Inter

national Union of Local Authorities (IULA) in the Netherlands and the Economic

Commission for Africa could be of great assistance to African governments in

designing programmes of training and assistance to African governments and

in rendering advisory services in nil aspects of loc*l government.

Finally, local government is an extremely difficult subject to tackle

in vicv of the indifference of governments to it and because of the fact that

so many people in Africa - ^ven somo of the educated ones - are oblivious
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to what local government can do to speed up development if it is properly,

established and properly guided in order for it to work efficiently. The

final questions therefore, remains: how docs one make governments change

their minds about local government? Naturally, they cannot change their minds

unless they understand what it really is and what it can really do. The

chief aim of this study was to promote this understanding. It is but a

small contribution to th.^t end and it can only !>e hoped that when local

government is properly understood governments may be provoked to a series
of positive actions which may,result in a change of approach, attitude and9

hopefully, meaningful and lasting reforms.


